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INTRODUCTION 
This report  deals with  the  management  of  the financial  and 
technical  cooperation  between  the  European  Economic  co ..  unity and 
the  Associated  African States and  Madagascar  (AASM)  during 1971, 
the  first year  in  which  the  second  Yaounde  Convention  was  applied. 
The  provisions  of  the latter follow  on  strictly from  those  of  the 
first Convention  and  have  confirmed  the  general lines of direction 
defined  by  the  relevant resolutions  of  the Association  Council. 
These  lines of  direction,  confirmed  in this way  a.nd  made 
explicit by  the  new  Convention,  may  be  broadly  summari&ed  as  follows: 
a)  a  buttressing of  the  economic  independence  of  the  AASM,  especially 
by  furthering  productive  sectors and  diversifying production; 
b)  promoting  trade  in  products  exported  and  exportable  by  those 
States; 
c)  encouraging intra-African  regional  cooperation; 
d)  increasing the  responsibility of  the  Associated States in  the  pro-
gramming  of actions  to  be  financed.by  the  C~mmunity, as well as in 
the  upkeep  and  use  of  what  has  been  brought  into being. 
The  application  of  the  provisions  of  the  second  Yaound'  Con-
vention  which  concern  financial  and  technical  cooperation  took  con-
crete  form,  in 1971,  in  numerous  and  extensive  financing  decisions, 
which  led  to  the  engagement  of about a  quarter of all the credits 
provided  for.  The  projects and  programmes  thus  launched are briefly 
reviewed  below,  sector  by  sector.  A second  chapter describe•  the 
practical realization of  each  of  the  main  methods  of  financing,  from 
the  preparations  for  the  aid  up  to  the  use  made  of  the  completed 
undertakings. 
Those  parts  of  the  report  which  concern  the  European  Invest-
ment  Bank  were  prepared  by its own  services,  in accordance  with  the 
provisions  of art.  29  of  the  Convention. 2 
CHAPTEi  1  - SINPSIS  0~ AIDS  DKCIDKD  ON  IN  1971,  BI 
SIC!Oi  0~ ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  AC!IVITI 
Total coaaitaente in 1971  fro• both European  DeYelopaeDt 
lUnd  (ED~) credits and  the  European  InYeetaent Bank'•  (KIB'•)  ovn 
re•ourcee,  aaounted  to  253  million u.a.,  diYided a• •hovn below 
between  the  Yarioue  eectore of actiYity. 
'000 u.a. 
; 
A,  DeveloE••nt of Eroduction and  66,090.0  2?.4 
trade  ;2roaotion 
•  rural production  38,309.2  15.2 
•  induetriali&ation  26,058.2  10.3 
.  tourism  1,722.6  0.7 
•  trade  promotion  3,270.0  1.3 
B.  Economic  infraetructure  130,605.6  ~ 
•  roads and  bridges  90,238.6  35.6 
•  railways  12,000,0  4.7 
,  porte  21,4?4.0  8.5 
•  airports  3,547.0  1.5 
•  teleco  ..  unicatione  3,346.0  1.3 
c.  Social  develo;2aente  32.767.3  .!Li 
•  education and  training  21,896,0  8,6 
•  health  2,610,1  1,1 
•  water  supplies,  municipal 
adainistration,  housing  8,261,2  3.2 
D,  Ellersenc;z:  aide  13,654.3  hl 
E.  Miscellaneous  6.94~.1  ~ 
':r  0  TAL  253,330.3  100,0 ; 3  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
The  aportionment  of  these  credits by  recipient State is 
shown  in  tables  1  and  2  in  the  Annex. 
Below,  we  analyse,  sector by  sector,  the actions  financed 
in  1971,  putting  them  in  the  development  programmes  of  the  coun-
tries or  groups  of  countries  concerned. 
The  methods  of  financing  for  the  projects and  programmes 
referred  to  in  this  chapter are  not  stated except in  the  case  of 
refundable aids;  in all other  cases,  in  the  absence  of  any  particu-
lar indication,  the  subsidies are  from  the  EDF.  The  detailed  con-
ditions  for  financing are  described in  2.2  (below). 4  VIII/419(?2)1 - FID/C-3 
~.1 - THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  PRODUCTION  AND  TRADE  PROMOTION 
In accordance  with  the guidelines  given  by  the Association Council,  the  Coa-
mission has,  since  the first Yaound'  Convention,  taken  care  to give  particular en-
:~uragement to  the  directly productive  sectors:  43.2  - of all the  credits  from  the 
:.~ cond  EDF  have  been  devoted  to  the  development  of  the various branches of pro-
Juction.  In 1971,  the  credits  committed  in this sector were  only  26  - of all co ..  it-
ments,  but  this percentage  should not  be  considered as reflecting a  new  direction 
taken  by  Community  aid: it is merely a  sign of  too small a  volume  of  productive  pro-
jects which  had  reached a  stage advanced  enough  for  taking a  decision on  financins 
in 1971. 
It must  be  pointed  out  here  that  studying and  carrying out projects of this 
type are generally long and  sometimes  difficult matters,  especially when  they  con-
cern agricultural activities,  and  that  they often require preliminary financing for 
preparatory  technical assistance.  A detailed analysis of operations  financed  in 1971 
shows  that about  half of  them  were  the  results in fact  of studies carried out  from 
~he resources  of  the  second  EDF,  while  the  remaining iUllf related to  the  continuation 
or  extension of projects previously undertaken  by  the  EDF.  Hence,  if we  wish  to  see 
~h way  the  financial  and  technical  cooperation is going,  it is better,  rather than 
~o~king merely at the  apportionment  of  the  credits  committed  in 1971,  to  consider  the 
scope  of  the  studies financed  during that year  for  the  preparation of  productive  pro-
jects.  The  observations  which  can  be  made  on  this point are  completely  reassuring, 
because it will  be  seen  that  the  majority of  the  new  studies  concern  the agricultural, 
~tack-breeding and  export  industries;  the  volume  of aid devoted  to these  important 
sectors of  production  should  therefore  show  a  marked  rise in the next  few  years. 
Moreover  it should  not  be  forgotten  that dividing projects by  sectors obviously 
implies  certain arbitrary classifications,  because  some  of  them  directly concern 
several sectors.  For  instance certain financing  decisions concerning  training activi-
ties are aimed at increasing  the  help given  by  Community  aid in developing production 
and  more  particularly in agriculture.  The  same  applies  to certain road  infrastructure 
projects which,  by  allowing rapid and  easy  transport  of  products  to  the large con-
sumer  centres and  indeed  for  export,  will facilitate a  greater exploitation of 
several  production areas at the  same  time. 
1.1.1 Rural  production 
The  development  of  rural  production had  the benefit of 38.3 million u.a. in new 
commitments  in 1971.  In addition  to a  series of  preparatory studies for  projects, 
these  financin~ moves  concerned  a  score  of  undertakings•  nearly all aimed at im-
proving  the  structure of rural  cultivations and  increasing their productivity.  Only 
one  of  these  projects  concerned  the  extension of large,  industrial-type plantations. 5  VIII/419(72)E  - FED/C-3 
The  main  industrial  crops  developed  by  these  projects were 
tea,  coffee,  cotton and  tobacco.  In  certain cases,  chiefly those 
concerning cotton in Senegal  and  tobacco  in Mali,  production is 
intended  partly for  the  local industries  which  supply  the  domestic 
market. 
A fair  number  of  the  projects  financed are  aimed at  the  pro-
duction  of  foodstuffs,  mainly  cereals.  Four  in particular  concern 
the  expansion of  rice-growing.  In addition,  several  undertakings 
concern  a  number  of  operations at  the  same  time  in both  industry and 
food-production,  which  complement  each  other  within  the  agricultural 
undertakings.  In  food  production  we  should also mention  a  project 
for  developing fisheries  in  Mali. 
Some  of  the  rural  production  projects approved  in  1971  con-
cerned  the  launching of  new  enterprises:  the  development  of  rice-
growing  in East  Senegal,  an  experimental  programme  for  growing 
rice as  rain  crops  and  in  swampland  in Mali,  and  the  development 
of  the  valley of  the  Badeguicheri  in Niger  and  of  cotton-growing 
in  the  central  region  and  on  the  plateaux in  Togo. 
A good  half  of  the  projects approved  in  1971  consisted  in  the 
continuation  of  programmes  which  had  benefited in various  ways 
from  Community  aid  during  previous  years.  Indeed,changes  in 
methods  of rural  production  and  the  introduction of  new  crops 
or varieties  can  only  be  carried  out  gradually,  matching  the  pace 
of  the  adaption  of  thought  and  social structures,  in such  a  way 
that  the  peasants  shall  be  ultimately  capable  of  mastering  the 
technical  and  economic  methods  and  thus  initiators of later develop-
ments.  It is  for  this  reason  that  EDF-financed  projects in this 
sector are often  carried out  in several  stages,  each adapted  to 
the results of  the  previous  one,  and  normally  spreading  over  fairly 
long  periods. 
Finally,  three  projects started in  1971  took  the  form  of 
provisional  sections  in  preparation  for  new  programmes  covering 
several  years,  in  particular  for  the  structural  improvement  of 
cotton-growing  in  the  CAR  and  Chad. 
It should  be  pointed  out  that all  these  actions  directly 
concerning agricultural  production  were  backed  up  by  certain training 6  VIII/~19(72)1 - 710/C-3 
projects vith apecific bearings on  the  modernisation of countr1 life:  t~e do•eatic 
training of vo•en in Niger,  the building of a  centre for  training in horticulture 
and nutrition in Daho•e1,  training for key ataff for rural  cooperati~e• and union• 
in Madagascar and  the creation of a  rural agricultural and  trade training centre in 
Rwanda.  These  projects are detailed in 1.3.1 - Education and  training. 
Rural  de~elopment has alao oeen  promoted  D1  man1  projects for  the infraetructur 
in  transport,  also approved in 1971,  for faacilitatins a  better  ••~ice for  the pro-
duction areas.  Here  ve  may  mention  the  Kenge-Kikwit  road in Zaire,  which will .ake 
it possible  to  open  up  the agricultural region of Kwilu;  the Baaenda-Bafouaaaa road 
which  will link the northern districts of  West  Caaeroon  to  the big trunk roads laet 
Cameroon  and  thence  to  the main  econoaic  centres of  the  country.  In the  eaae category 
let us  quote  the  new  projects for  roads:  Voheaar-SaaD&va  in the Malagasy Republic, 
Ziguinchor-Kolda in Senegal and  Arara-Giaaama in Soaalia,  and also  the  continued 
modernization  of  the  Niaaey-Zinder road in Niger  (cf. 1.2). 
For  a  detailed analysis of  the  various productive projects financed in 19?1, 
we  group  them  oelow according to  the  type  of production  concerned:  induatrial crops, 
food  crops,  multi-crop undertakings,  stock-breeding and  fisheries.  This analysis 
seta out  concisely the  principal means  to  be  employed,  with financing from  Coaaunity 
aid,  in reaching production and  structural goals;  certain projects consiat aainly 
in staffing action and in extension;  others  combine  these with i•portant  productive 
investaents  such as water-supply schemes  or infrastructures for  storage,  or basic 
investments in  the  transport  system;  and  certain projects also  compriae  research in 
preparation for  subsequent steps  forward.  These  various  ways  of participating are 
often integrated in a  single project,  in accordance  with  the  provisions of art. 19.2 
of  the  Convention  (1 ) 
(1)  According  to art. 19.2 of  Yaounde  Convention II,  and art. 1  b  of  protocol No.  6, 
annexed  to it, the integrated project comprieea  the  convergent utilisation both 
of investment• in production,  in econoaic  and social infrastructure,  and  of 
actions in technical  cooperation and/or moves  to further marketing and ..  lea 
promotion of products  exported by  the  Associated Statea.  The  emphaais  was  on  a 
structure of this sort for  projects,  in the light of experience gained under 
Yaoundi  Convention  I  on  the  structural improvement  of production,  in which 
action was  more  diffuee and  represented a  more  partial approach. 7  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
a)  Industrial and  export  crops 
In  this sector an  important  study was  financed  with a  view  to 
the  establishment  of  a  grapefruit  plantation in Somalia. 
Other  preparatory studies  for  new  projects,  financed  EDF  re-
sources,  are  concerned  with coffee  and  tea  growing and  the irri-
gation of  sugar-cane  plantations in  Upper  Volta. 
In  investments,  it was  decided  in  1971  to  finance  a  further 
section of  the  tea-growing  programmes at Teza,  Rwegura  and  Muramvya, 
by  a  subsidy  of  524,000 u.a.  This  project will make  it possible  to 
continue  for  7  months  the  tea-growing  work  carried out  since  1964 
in Burundi,  with  EDF  financing  of  over  5  million u.a.  So  far,  more 
than  1,000 hectares  of  tea-plantations  have  been  created and  four 
factories built. 
The  Commission  also  decided  in 1971  to  continue  to  finance  the 
development  of  tobacco-growing  in  the  upper  valley of  the  Niger  in 
Mali.  The  aim is to  reach,  by  the  end  of  the  next  four  campaigns, 
a  minimum  annual  production  of  400  t  of  industrial  tobacco  (dark), 
which will  be  grown  by  the  peasant  families  a~d will  be  able  to 
satisfy the  needs  of  the  local cigarette factory.  The  project also 
includes a  programme  of  experiments  for  improving  the  techniques  of 
cultivation and  establishing  the  exploitation of light  tobaccos  for 
export. 
As  the  1970/71  campaign  wore  on it became  clear that  the 
peasants are  particularly interested in  this  crop,  which  is dis-
tinctly more  profitable  than  other  crops  produced in  the  region. 
The  main  industrial  crop  which  benefited  from  aids  decided 
on  in 1971  was  cotton. 
Six Associated States will  benefit  by  new  projects in this 
field.  In  three  of  them,  Mali,  Senegal  and  Togo,  the  crop is to  be 
extended  with  the  aim  of  diversifying agriculture in areas 
ecologically favourable  to it but  with very  limited agricultural 
potentialities;  in  the  other  three,  the  Central  African  Republic, 
Chad  and  Niger,  the  aim  is  to  modernize  an activity which  has  long 
been  widespread,  in order  to  increase  productivity. 8  VIII/419(?2)1 - F.ID/C.J 
The  Co ..  unity financed,  with a  subsidy of 3.2 million u.a., a  •oTe  to 
develop  the cotton crop in Mali.  For  over  ten  years  the  FAC  and  the  IDP  haTe 
successfully financed actions  by  the Mali  Government  on  this crop in the 
regions  of Sikasso,  Segou and  Bamako.  The  Community  financing  decided  on  in 
1971  is intended,  by  the  end  of  the  next  three  campaigns in agriculture to 
increase  the area under  cultivation from  about  65,000  ha  to  85,000 ha,  and 
the harvest  from  49,000  t  of  cottonseed  to  106,000  t  (by 19?6-??),  correapondina 
to  a  production  of  cotton fibre  of  40,000  t,intended almoat  excluaiTely for 
export.  To  reach these  goals  the  project  provides  for  a  aeries of integrated 
moves:  the  establishment of infrastructures,  the  supply of  ginning equi,.ent, 
collection lorries and  maintenance  devices,  a  temporary and  diminiahins con-
tribution  to  the  peasant's investments  for  the  structural improvement  of his 
cultivation (fertilizers,  insecticides and  draught  animals)  as well as the 
implementation  of a  programme  of applied research. 
In~  the  Community  also  took a  share  in the  financing of  the first 
slice of a  five-year  programme  for  the  improvement  of  the  cotton crop by  the 
supply of fertilizers and  insecticides and  the  purchase  of  cruahera. 
Since 1965  the  Community  has  helped  the  Chad  Government,  with EDF  sub-
sidies of  over  8  million u.a.,  in ita efforts to  improve  the  cotton  crop.  The 
project  decided  on  is aimed at continuing  this action in the areas  preTioualy 
treated,  and  to  extent it to  new  growers,  so as  to  bring the areas dealt with 
from  45,000  up  to 60,000 ha. 
Finally,  in Senegal  the  Community  will  participate,  throush a  subsidy 
of nearly 5 million u.a.,  in an  extension of  the  cultivation of  cotton in 
Casamance  in eastern Senegal and at Sine-Saloum.  This  programme  is,  during 
a  period  of  four  years,  to  extend  the  actions already successfully undertaken 
since 1965  to  these  regions,  with  Community  financing. 
The  area cultivated and  the annual  production rose  from  386  ha and 
302  t  of  cottonseed  respectively  to a  1970  total of 14,000 ha  and 15,000 t. 
I 
The  new  project is intended  to  enlarge  the  cultivated area  to  37,500 ha, 
corresponding  to a  harvest  of  about  52,000  t  of cottonseed and  a  production 
of nearly 20,000  t  of  cotton fibre  when  fully operative. It provides for  the 
introduction of staff alongside  the  operator,  the  extension of adequate 
cultivation techniques,  together with  the  extension of selected seeds  and 9  VIII/419(72)E  - FED/C-3 
the application of fertilizers and insecticides.  These agricultural aoves 
are  rounded off at the  industrial level by  financing for  ginning install-
ations,  which  was  also  decided  on  by  the  Commission  in 1971  (cf. 1.1.2, 
P•  19). 
The  Commission  will  thus  have  brought  a  contribution altogether 
of  more  than 10 million u.a.  to  the  development  of  this production.  The 
cotton production  which  was  originally intended  for  the  Senegalese 
spinning-mills has  more  than  met  their needs,  and  the  surplus is now 
being  exported. 
This  expansion  of  the  cotton  production,  which affects a  population 
of about  300,000,  will  facilitate an  improved  diversification of  the 
Senegalese  economy,  at  present still very  dependent  on  ground-nut  cul-
tivation only. 
In  the  Central  African  Republic  the  Commission  decided  on  the  one 
hand  to  contribute  84,000 u.a.  to  the  cotton  campaign  1971/72  and  on  the 
other  to  finance  an  interim slice - 904,000 u.a.  - of aid 1972/73,  which 
is to  serve  to  link production aids  of  the  second  EDF  and  n  new  five-
year  programme  of  improving cotton  production.  The  total area affected 
by  cotton productivity moves  will  thus  rise in 1972/73  to  a~out 
62,700 ha,  or about  45  %of  the area  devoted  to  cotton-growing. 
Finally,  in  two  projects  financed  in 1971,  cotton-growing will  be 
the  driving  force  in an  integrated regional  operation affecting other 
undertakings associated with  cotton.  The  first  concerns  the  development 
of  the valley of  Badeguicheri  in Niger.  The  aims are  to increase  cotton-
production and  thus  raise peasants'  incomes,  to  extend  food-production, 
which at present hardly  covers  the  needs  of  the  valley population,  and 
to  make  a  more  rational use  of  the soil and  its conservation.  To  these 
ends  the  project  provides  for  the  spread  of  the  means  of  production, 
selected seeds,  pesticides and  fertilizers;  the  universal  use  of  plant-
hygiene  treatments  for  cotton-fields,  rural  developments  to  promote 
water-supplies  for  the  crops  and  to  check  erosion;  and  carrying out 
infrastructure works  such as  roads  and  warehouses  for  the  cotton.  A 
staffing action with expatriate  technical assistance is also  provided 10  VIII/419(72·)1:  - FED/C-3 
for.  This project inTolvea a  population of about  30,000,  and will 
be  progressively taken  oTer  by  the  peasants benefiting by it, in 
the  form  of  self-managing cooperatives.  It will allow extra pro-
duction of about  2,000  t  of  cottonseed and  1,500 t  of millet/ 
sorghum. 
The  second integrated/intervention concerns  the  deTelop!ent 
of  the  central area and  the  plateaux of  Togo.  This is a  non-refund-
able aid of 2.5 million u.a.  to  extend  for  three  years  the assistance 
already given,  from  EDF  resources,  to  the rural developaent 
operations undertaken  by  the  Societes Regionales  d'Amenasement  et 
de  Developpement  (SORAD)  in  the  central and  plateau areas,  covering 
two-thirds  of  the area  of  Togo  and  containing some  700,000 inhabitants. 
A first financing  made  it possible  to  raise  cotton production  from 
134  t  in 1967/68  to  4,650  t  in 1971/72  (forecast figure).  A second 
move,  financed in 1969,  was  for  establishing 3,000  ha  of  palm-planta-
tationa  with  selected stock,  which is well  on  the  way  to  completion. 
The  new  project is for  carrying out  a  programme  to  increase cotton-
seed  production  to  16,000  t  in 1973/74.  It also  includes a  number 
of  infrastructure works,  in particular roads  and  warehouses,  as 
well as  the  boring of wells. 
b)  Food  crope 
Just as  cotton is the  principal industrial  crop involved in 
the  projects approved  in 1971,  so ~  is  the  chief  food  crop which 
the  new  financings  of  this year  will  promote  and  develop. 
The  other  food  crops affected by  the  new  financinga are 
associated with industrial  crops in several  multi-crop projects 
(see  c)  below). 
Four actions  were  approved  in 1971  in  the  rice-growing aphere. 
The  consumption  of  rice is in fact  rising in moat  of  the  Aaeociated 
States,  and  the  growing  production  should  make  it possible for  thea 
to avoid  the  outflow of  currency  which  rising imports  would  involTe. 11  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
The  Co ..  ission decided  to  finance  an experi•ental project for rain-crop 
and  swampland-rice,  lasting for  two-and-a-half years,  in the Sikas•o 
region  in Mali.  It will  cover  2,500 ha  and  provides for  a  settlement 
of  peasants  on  areas representing  the  different  types of rice-growing 
that are possible in the region,  for  carrying out s•all developaent 
schemes  in hydro-agriculture,  and  for  the  conduct  of a  research pro-
gramme  on  varieties,  plant health and  growing.  During  the  third agri-
cultural ca•paign  (1974)  provided  for in  the  project,  the  production 
is expected  to rise  to  about  4,190 t. 
The  results of  these  experimental activities should •ake it 
possible  to  produce  a  larger project  for  this type  of rice-growing, 
financing  for  which  may  be  requested  from  the  Community. 
The  second  project  concerns  the  development  of rice-growing  on 
the  Ivory Coast.  It consists in taking over a  first part of  the  Ivory 
Coast  1972-76  programme,  aimed at raising the  national rice-paddy pro-
duction  from  330,000  to  470,000  t  by  1976,  thus  covering 85-90 %  of 
the national  consumption.  The  project financed  by  the  Community  pro-
vides,  on  the  one  hand,  for  equipping a  first seed-conditioning  centre 
and  a  laboratory for  seed quality control and,  ~n the  other,  for 
building the  first  small  barrage  on  the  Sologo and  the  primary  develop-
ment  of its irrigable area  (200  ha). 
The  construction of  such  barrages will make  it easier  to  control 
the  water and  to  introduce  a  second  crop in a  dry  season. 
The  last  two  new  actions in rice-growing are  of a  more  traditional 
type.  One  of  them  is concerned  with an  operation  to increase rice-pro-
duction  on  the  High  Plateaux in Madagascar,  and  more  particularly in the 
regions  of  Fianarantsoa,  Ambositra,  Antsirabe  and  Ambilobe  (west  coast). 
The  EDF  financing will  be  over  3  million u.a.,  and is to  enable 
the  Malagasy authorities to maintain  the  connection between  the  pro-
duction aid under  the  second  EDF  (7.6 million)  and a  new  five-year  pro-
ject which  might  be  financed  by  the  third  EDF. 
The  actions  envisaged are  to  cover  37,000 ha  and  concern about 
106,000 peasants. 12  VIII/419(?2)E - F.ED/C-3 
The  Malagasy Government  will contribute about 1,5 million.u.a. 
The  other project is for  the  development,  in peasant condition•,  of 
rain-crop rice-srowins in the  cotton resion of east Senesal.  This  crop will 
be  grown,  alternately with  that of  cotton,  which  baa incidentally had  the 
benefit of  Com•unity  financing during  several  campaigns.  The  project is 
aimed at reaching by  1977/78  an additional production of  11,000 t  of  paddy 
(or 7,000  t  of white rice). 
The  imbalance  between  the  production and  consumption of rice in 
Senegal ie now  about  175,000  t  of white  rice per annum.  The  Co ..  unity h&• 
already financed  two  projects  to  remedy  this,  at a  coat of over 3·5 million 
u.a.:  one  for  developing irrigated rice-growing in Casamance  Mariti•••  the 
other for  introducing the  growing of rain-crop rice in Casamance  Continentale. 
c)  Multi-crop associations 
The  projects dealt with in  this part generally concern  the  exploitation 
of  a  particular region  by  developing  varied agricultural undertakings in 
ways  which  will markedly increase  the  productivity and  income  fro• the  work 
done,  while  naturally seeing to it that  the  necessary stages are  gone  throush' 
to  give  the  peasants  the skills in new  techniques and  equipment,  as well  as 
for  setting up  the  moat  appropriate  socio-economic  structures. 
Three  new  projects of  this sort,  approved  by  the  Commission  in 1971, 
concern  Rwanda,  Upper  Volta  and  Madagascar. 
The  first  concerns  the  development  of  the basin of  Andapa  in the  Mala-
gasy  Republic.  Ita financing is a  continuation of activities undertaken  by 
the  Community  since  1962  for  exploiting the agricultural potentialities of 
this area,  inhabited by  a  very active population  of  58,000. 
In  the first phase,  the  Community  financed a  road  (97  km)  to open up 
the Basin,  and in a  second,  preparations for its agricultural  development. 
The  present  project  provides for  the  development  of  part  of  the cultivable 
area  (4,200 ha  out  of 17,000)  by  carrying out  water  engineering,  rural 
service raod  improvements,  the rational  development  of 26,000  h&  of rice-
fields,  and agricultural  extension and  staffing activities.  The  coat of 
the  project is 5.6 million u.a. 13  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
The  second regional  development  project is the  five-year  exten•ion of 
the rural development  in  the  Mayasa-Busesera in Rwanda.  The  exploitation of 
this area is centred  on  the  establishment of  peasant  groups,  installing 
farmers  by a  planned  occupation  of  the  land  with a  production progra••• for 
increased agricultural exploitation.  After a  general  study,  the  Community 
has already financed,  with  nearly  4  million u.a.,  two  pilot peasant 
groupings  - one  in  the  Mayaga,  the  other in  the  Bugesera,  eight  peaaant 
groupings in  the  Mayaga,  the  eradication of  the  tsetse fly  in  the  Bugesera; 
a  programme  of buildings,  social installations and  water-supplies,  technical 
aid  to  the  Organization  Bugesera-Mayaga  (OBM)  and  a  training operation for 
staffing agricultural cooperatives. 
These  diverse activities have  allowed  the  installation of  15,900 
families in the  peasant  groupings,  who  have  planted  over 3.3 million coffee-
shrubs  and  developed 18,000 ha  for  food  production.  Specialized marketing, 
transport and  building services etc.  have  been  organized and  nurseries for 
seed-production set up;  the  fight against  erosion has  been  carried on  as 
well  as a  method  of  semi-collective reafforestation.  These  various activities 
will  be  continued and  improved  under  the  new  project  decided  on  in 197lo 
The  present average  income  per  farmer  in  this region,  now  about  15,000 
F  RW  a  year,  against 8,000  F  RW  for  Rwanda  inhabitants not  organized in 
these  groups,  should  reach  25,000  F  RW  per annum  at  the  end  of  the  present 
phase. 
The  third multi-crop intervention is the  continuation  for  three  years 
of  the help  given  to rural  development  by  the  Organisme  Regional  de  Develop-
pement  (ORD)  of  the  Yatanga  in  Upper  Volta,  in  the  form  of  technical aid 
personnel  and  of material and  financial  means  suitable  for  the  improvement 
of  the  traditional  techniques in exploitation.  This action  was  launched in 
1965,  and its cost  has  already risen  to  nearly a  million u.a.  It was  pre-
ceded  by  a  soil conservation action in  the  same  region,  begun  in 1861  and 
financed  from  the  EDF  at a  cost  of  up  to  5.4 million u.a. 
The  results obtained  in agriculture  so  far  have  been  very encouraging. 
In  three  years  the  production  of millet and  sorghum  has risen by  20 ., that 
of  groundnuts  by  26  %,  sesame  51  % and  cotton  39  %.  It is estimated  that 14  VIII/419(?2)1 - FED/C-3 
production at the  end  of  the project  (1974)  will be  75,000  t  for aillet 
and  sorghum,  7,700  t  for  groundnuts,  680  t  for  seaaae and  700  t  for cotton. 
The  Upper  Volta  Government  is contributing 292,000  u.a.  to  the pro-
ject,  and  from  the  1974/75  campaign  onward  the  operation will be  entirely 
supported by Volta's  own  resources, 
The  Commission  decided in 1971  to  finance  the continuation of  two 
activities for  the  structural improvement  of agricultural production,  which 
have  been in hand  since 1965,  from  production aid credits under  the  second 
EDF,  Two  million u.a.  remaining  from  these  credits allowa  tor  the  con-
tinuation of  these activities for  the  1971/72  campaign in Madasaacar and 
for  1972/73 in Senegal.  The  approved  intervention for  Senegal  will  proTide 
for  fertilizers for  a  million ha  of  groundnuts and millet/sorghum  on  a 
total seeding area  of 2  million ha. 
In  the  Malagasy  Republic  the approved  project  concerns mainly  coffee 
and  pepper  production  on  the  east coast and  rice at  Lake  Alaotra and 
Marovoay. 
d)  Stockbreeding 
In  the  absence  of  coherent  programmes  and  of  concerted action by  the 
Associated States for  defining regional  policies for  domestic  meat  supplies, 
the  interventions financed  from  the  resources  of  the  second  EDF  for  the 
benefit of  stockbreeding have  represented  only a  small  figure,  out of  pro-
portion  to  the  real  importance  of  this sector in  the  economic  actiTity of 
many  of  the  Associated States,  especially  those  of  the Sahelian area.  They 
have  centred mainly  on  safeguarding  the health of herds and  improving 
grazing water-supplies in  the  production regions. 
Problema  of  meat  supplies will  become  increasingly acute  during  the 
present  decade,  particularly in the  coastal countries,  and a  large riae 
is provided  for  in aid  to  this sector,  with action  to  develop and  exploit 
herds. 
In  view,  however,  of  the  particular character and  complexity of  stock 
production and  marketing structures,  the  development  moves  intended will 
need  more  time  than is usual.  This  explains  why,in  1971,  no  inTeatment  was 15  VIII/419(72)E  - FED/C-3 
financed  in this sector  from  Community  aid;  but  several preparatory 
studies  were  begun,  and  the  conclusions  they reach  should  make  it 
possible  to  devise  important  operations  during  the  next  few  years. 
These  studies  concern: 
1. a  programme  of  operations,  under  the  third  EDF,  in  stockbreeding 
in  the  west  of  Upper  Volta,  and  the  development  of a  rehabilitation 
depot  for  cattle intended  for  the  slaughterhouses at Ouagadougou; 
2.  grazing capabilities of  the  Niono  ranch  in Mali; 
3.  cattle-tracks and  equipment  for  the  markets  of  the  west  and  middle 
west  in Niger,  and  the  drawing  up  of  the  concrete  project  for 
developing  the  peasant  grazing in  Niger; 
4.  a  preliminary expert  report  for  preparing  a  stockbreeding project 
in  the  Ferlo  in Senegal,  and  the  drawing  up  of  a  programme  for 
improving production  and  marketing of  cattle in  Casamance;  and 
5.  the  ranch at Adele  in  Togo  and  devising  the animal  technology 
infrastructure required  for  improving  the  herds. 
This brief list of  projects now  under  study  gives  a  sketch  of 
the  directions  taken  by  Community  aid  to  stockbreeding,  mainly  the 
development  of  a  modern  sector in exploitation  (ranches),  an 
association between agriculture and  stockbreeding  (peasant  grazings) 
and  the  improvement  of  conditions  for  marketing  cattle  (roads,  reha-
bilitation  depots  and  markets). 
The  next  few  years  should  see  the  implementation  of  this policy. 
e)  Fisheries 
Alongside  cattlebreeding,  fishing is a  traditional  source  of 
cheap  supplies  of  animal  proteins.  In  most  cases,  supplies  from  this 
productive activity could  be  raised  considerably  by  modernization 
and  rationalization. 
In  1971  the  Commission  decided  to  supply aid  for  the  development 
of  the  fisheries in  the  central  delta region  of  the  Niger  in Mali. 
This  project  comprises  several  ways  of  intervening,  to  be  carried  out 
in an  integrated  way: 16  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-} 
a  team  of staff for  the  fishermen,  the building of repair docke, 
supplies of  equipment,  the setting up  of marketing  centres and 
the realization of a  programme  of  technological research and 
diversification of fish marketing. 
The  project is to increase  the quantities of  dried and 
smoked  fish marketed and  to  improve  the  quality. It should aake 
it possible in particular to  reduce  losses during  the preparation 
and  storage  of  fish,  which  now  vary  between  25  and  50  ~ of  the 
weight  prepared.  The  project should  therefore,  when  completed, 
allow a  large sector of  the  Mali  economy  (150,000  t  of freeh fish 
per annum  and  19  ~of the  country's exports)  to  develop  on  a  good, 
paying basis. 
1.1.2  Industrialization 
As  regards  investment  proper,  five  decisions were  taken 
during  the  1971  financial  year,  involving a  total of 25.3 million 
u.a. in repayable aid  from  the  resources  of  the  EDF  on  the  one 
hand  and  the  European  Investment  Bank  on  the other.  They  have  con-
tributed  to  the achievement  of a  round  total of  some  130 million 
u.a.  in industrial investments. 
The  five  projects are in Zaire  (2),  Senegal,  Cameroon  and 
Dahomey  (1  each). 
An  analysis of  the  25.3 million u.a.  by  sector of  industry 
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a)  Extracting industries 
The  largest of  the industrial projects attracted a  loan  of  16 million u.a. 
from  the  Bank.  It concerned  the  extension of  mining and industrial installations 
in the  Shaba  province  (formerly Katanga)  in Zaire  to  raise the  copper and  cobalt 
production capacities of  the  principal  enterprise in Zaire,  GECAMINES,  now  sup-
plying two-thirds  of  the  country's  export  receipts and  half its budget  resources. 
This will  make  it possible  to  increase  Gecamines  production  capacity by 
about  a  quarter,  and  Zaire  should  thereby  regain roughly  the  relative position 
which is occupied  in  the  world  copper  market  before  1960.  When  completed,  this 
project will  have  very great  economic  effects in added  value,  fiscal receipts 
and  net  gains  of  currency;  and  will also  make  the  creation of  4,700 new  jobs 
possible.  The  annual  extra added  value  in industry will  be  about  5.7 % of  the 
GDP  in Zaire  in 1969.  The  annual  net  currency  gain will  be  the  equivalent  of 
about  32% of  the  country's gross  external  credit at  the  end  of  1969. 
The  total  of  extra  fiscal receipts  per annum  might  be  about  16  % of  the 
current receipts  from  the  country's  previous  budget  of  1970.  These effects, 
cautiously estimated  on  the  basis  of  a  copper  price  which anticipated  the  drop 
of  1971,  will  of  course  be  proportionate  to  the  course  taken  by  copper  prices; 
they  should,  however,  once  the  increases in production  have  come,  help  to  con-
pensate  for  the  unfavourable  consequences  to  the  Zaire  economy  of  any  continu-
ation of  the  present  low  copper  prices. 
b)  Manufacturing industries 
In  Zaire,  the  Bank  also  granted  the  Societe  Financiere  de  Developpement 
(SOFIDE)  a  loan equivalent  to  1.6 million u.a.  for  financing  the  expansion  of 
a  synthetic  textiles factory at Kinshasa.  SOFIDE  wae  set  up  by  the authorities 
in  the  Republic  of  Zaire  in 1970  to  give  the  country  a  national  development 
organization  for  financial aid to  enterprises,  particularly in industry. 
In addition  to  providing 300  new  jobs,  the  completion of  this project 
will bring extra industrial added  value  equivalent  to  5.8 % of  the value added 
by  all the manufacturing,  supply and  equipment  industries in 1969,  or about 
16  % of  the  value  added  by  the  spinning and  weaving  sector.  It will also  have 
a  positive effect  on  the  country's  trade  balance. 18  VIII/419(72)1 - liD/C-3 
c) E2!!!, 
The  hydro-electric  project financed  by  the  Bank  in Caaeroon,  through a  loan 
to  the  ENELCAM  Company  of 3·5 million u.a.,  provided for raiaing the regulating 
barrage at Mbakaou  and  building  the  reservoir barrage at Baaendjin,  and  the in-
stallation of  three additional groupe in the  Edea  III plant,  which will raise the  .. 
nominal  power  of  the  Edea  hydro-electric  complex  from  200.6  to  263  MW.  The  ENELCJI 
Company  had already had  a  first loan  from  the  Bank,  4  million u.a.,  in 1967,  which' 
helped in the building of  the  Mbakaou  storage barrage and  in the installation of  • 
the first  two  groupe  in the  Edea  III Plant. 
This project is intended  to  meet  the  rapid development  in deaande  for  elec-
tric power  in the  Camerooa,  more  particularly in the  towns  of  Douala,  Edea  and 
Yaounde.  It will  make  it possible  to raise  the  guaranteed  power  of public supplies, 
in which  sales prospects are likely to rise at an average annual rate of  between 
12  and 14  ~ from  1969  to 1979-80,  and it will also  help to resularise the  supplies 
of electrical energy  to  the  Edea  aluminium  plant. 
1)  Agricultural industries 
In this industrial sub-sector  the  credits committed in 1971  concern in the 
main  the  establishment  of  new  installations  on  which  the exploitation of local 
agricultural products  depends. 
An  EDF  loan  on  special conditions,  of 3.3 million u.a.  was  granted  to 
Dahomey,  which  will  reassign it to  the Societe  Nationale  pour le Developpement 
~  (SONADER)  for  the  construction of  a  palm-oil plant with a  capacity of  20  t 
of  clusters an  hour  in  the  Agonvy  area in the  south. 
The  SONADER  project is the  necessary industrial  counterpart of  the  creation 
of  7,000 ha  of  selected  palms  in  the  same  area and  entirely financed  from  a  non-
refundable aid granted in 1967  from  the  resources  of  the  second  EDF.  The  economic 
justification cannot  well  be  seperated  from  that of  the  blocks  of  palm  groves 
which it complements.  The  annual  extra value added  by  the  plantations and oil 
plant  together  has  been  estimated at 4  to  4.5  ~ of  the  1966  GDP.  The  value added 
that is directly attributable  to  the oil mill,  running at full capacity should 
represent  the  equivalent  of 11.3 to  15  % of  the  value  added  in 1966  by all the 
manufacturing industries  combined.  The  yearly net profit in currency  should  reach 
the  equivalent  of  20  to  22  % of  the  net  external  credit of  Dahomey  at the  end  of 
1970.  The  fiscal receipts attributable directly to  this project  should represent 
about  2.3  to  5  % of  current receipts for  1970. 19  VIII/419(72)E  - FED/C-3 
The  second  loan  on  special  conditions,  of  972,000 u.a.,  was  granted to 
Senegal for  building a  cotton-ginning plant with a  capacity of  16,000  t  at Velin-
gara in the  region  of  the  Casamance,  and  for  the  addition of  a  second  ginning mill 
in  the  plant at Kahane. 
This  project is the  complement  to  the  operation  for  expanding  cotton-growing 
which  the  Commission  decided in  1971  to  finance  from  non-refundable  EDF  aid 
(cf. 1.1.1,  P•  9).  The  main  justification of  the  project,  which  concerns  40  •  of 
th~ Senegal  ~otton production,  lies in its contribution  to  the  indispensable 
diversification of  the  Senegalese  economy,  provided  cotton-growing  can  be  developed 
in Senegal  on  competitive  conditions,  which  seems  to  depend  on  conditions in the 
world  cotton  market,  the  geographic  position of Senegal,  and  crops  that are  good 
in relation  to  those  found  in  the  other  Associated States.  In  the  employment  field 
the  project will  entail  the  creation  of  30  permanent  jobs,  108  temporary  jobs,  and 
1,500  days  of  piecework  per annum. 
In  reply  to  the  concern  expressed  by  the  Association  Council  that  the 
r~ociated States  should  be  assured a  harmonious  and  diversified industrial de-
velopment,  two  new  studies  of  a  general  character  were  devoted  to  the  possibilities 
of  industrialization in  the  AASH  with a  view  to  exports. 
The  first study  concerns  a  preliminary selection  of  export  industries which 
appear  suitable for  introducing into  the  AASM.  It covers all the  industrial  sectors 
except  textiles,  and  is intended  to  discover  and  set in order  of  precedence  those 
branches  of manufacturing,  among  the  many  which  might  be  studied in  theory,  which 
appear  to  have  the  best  chances  of  proving  feasible  in  the  AASM  and  could  then .be 
studied  more  thoroughly.  This  preliminary  study  was  completed  during 1971. 
The  s~cond study  deals  with  the  textile export  industries which  might  be  set 
up  in  the  AASM.  An  analysis  of  the  demand  for  textile products  in  the  European 
Community  and  the  United  Kingdom,  and  a  study  of  the  general  conditions  for  supply 
in  the  AASM  were  completed  toward  the  end  of 1971.  A consideration  of  specific 
possibilities of  establishing  textile export  industries in  the  AASM  is in progress 
and  will  be  completed  in  1972. 20  -
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for. 
A hotel project, alao in Senesal, i• the fir•t operation carried 
out b7  the Baak  in the field of touri•• in Africa. !he hotel,  built b7 
the Soci't' Propri,taire de  1'18tel de  l'Union,  will be  called 
"'Kransa"; it ia in the aiddle of Dakar  and  border•  olD  the aea,  and 
will have  264  rooa•,  two  reataurant•,  louase• and aaae•bl7 roo•••  with 
a  •wi•iaa pool in a  leiaure area.  The  (•rdiDarr BaDk  loan 1a of 1.44 
aillion u.a. 
The  ..  tabliehaent of an  international cla•• hotel at Dakar rill 
be  an iaproveaent on  the pre•ent inadequate hotel acco ..  odation there 
and will contribute to the touri•t activitie• which  produce  joba, 
budset receipt• and  currencr. 
1.1.4 Marketinc and  trade  proaotion 
DuriDI  the period of application of Yaouad6  Convention I,  the 
Aaaociation Council recosnised that ..  rketina condition• for  AASM 
producta  on  toreicn aarketa were  a  bottleneck in the proce•• ot 
econo•ic  developaent,  and that the•e inadequaciea  threatened to re-
duce  the effectivene•• of effort• ..  de  to divereif7 their exportable 
product• and aake  thea aore coapetitive. It therefore decided aa an 
experiaent to  extend  the  acope  of co ..  unitr aid to the field of tra-
diDI•  !hi• line of action va• asain included and extended in the 
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These  being new  texts,  the  Commission  informed  the  Governments  con-
cerned in 1970 of  the main  forme  of aid which appeared suitable for aid in 
this field.  Most  of  the  AASM  Governments  sent it a  list of studies or 
actions  they wished  to undertake  with  Community  aid,  and  some  of  these, 
listed below,  have  been  financed  from  1971  onward. 
a)  fmRr~v~m~ni  ~f_w~r~  ~t~u£t~r~e-~d_m~t~o~e_i~~r~~i~aii~n~~r_e~t~rRr!e~•­
~~t!c~t!n£  !n_t~e_d~v~l~~e~t_o!  !h~  fo~e!g~  !r~d~~f_t~e-~S! 
After  a  study  financed  from  EDF  sources,  the  Commission  decided  to 
help  the  Government  of  the  Ivory Coast  to  set up  atAbidjan an  Ivory  Foreign 
Trade  Centre. 
This  Centre  has  the  particular task of  organizing,  stimulating and 
carrying out,  in agreement  with  the administrations concerned and  in 
association with  the  private sector,  sales promotion  of  Ivory Coast  pro-
ducts in foreign markets.  Its activities will  be  extended  outside  the 
country  through  the  creation of  six branches. 
The  Community  will,  for an initial three-year  period,  be  responsible 
for  supplying  four  marketing specialists for  Ivory  Coast  export  products 
and  three  technical advisers  for  the  branches in.Italy,  Germany  and  the 
Benelux  countries. 
b)  fr~g~a~m~  ~f_A!S~  Ra~t!c!P,!t!o~ !n_c~m~e~cial  fair~ ~n~  ~x~i~i!i~n~ of 
an international character. 
The  aim  of this action,  which  had  begun  in  practice before  Yaound• 
Convention  II came  into  force,  is to  enhance  the  penetration of foreign 
markets  by  AASM  products. 
Juring 1971  the  Commission's  services  had  organized  98 partici-
pations  by  Associated States in 18  trade occasions,  13 of  which  were  held 
in European  countries  (Germany,  Belgium,  France,  Italy,  Spain and  Sweden) 
and  five 'in African countries  (Zaire,  Algeria,  Ghana,  Morocco  and  Tanzania). 
As  in the  past,  the  Community  took  over  the  task of building, 
arranging and  decorating the  AASM  stands.  It also  organized  the  advertising 
of  the  products  on  the  stands and  took  the  initiatives for  several meetings 
of  experts  (see e)  below). 22  VIII/419(72)1- liD/C.3 
!be A••ooiated Stat•• which  took part recorded 1,593 
trade ooatact• with poteatial cu.to••r•• In addition,  the 
adYertiainl •o••• undertaken a•oa1 conau.er• faYourably i•-
pr••••d ..  ay buyer•• 
An  aaaly•i• of the re•ult• recorded ia 1971  coafiraed 
the ri•iRI intere•t of i•porter• aad  t~• public iD  larope 
in the product• of  the  AASM,  which  warrant•  the continuatioa 
of thi• aarketina aid, of which  the total co•t i• 1971  va• 
about 830,000 u.a. 
c) !z'!.i,!i!.C  •  ..f.2.r_•!JI!.r!•_i,a !o.t•!E. !r!.d!. !.Jl! ltr~.2.t!o.a 
With  a  view  to further i•pro••••nt in AASM  participation 
in international trade •how•,  the •erYice• of the  co ..  i••ion 
orsanised a  •e•inar for profe8aional trainin1 for  •tand 
..  nas•r• of  the  AASM  aad tho•• re•pon•ible for preparation• 
for  fairs in Africa and Madasa•car.  There  were  32  participant• 
fro• 15  Aeaociated Stat••• 
d)  ,!&.tk!,t_•!u!J_a,ad_•.a~i.£.i!.•-
A study was  co•piled and publi•hed in 1971  on  trade 
pro•otion for  AASM  producta in the ..  rketa of  the  Co ..  uaity 
Me•b•r  States. 
The  .....  7ear ..  w the  co•pletion of  the firat ata1• 
of a  study on  the aarket for  sranulated and  powdered  tapioca 
and for ..  nioc  flour a•ons the  Co ..  uaity Me•ber  Stat•••  This 
atudy i• co•bined with a  trade pro•otion operation to  infora 
~uropean traders and  induatrialiat• of the  food  Yaluea and 
trade characteriatica of th••• producta. 
Th•••  two  atudie• were  financed fro• credit• uader 
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e)  !m~r~v!n4 !n!o~~t!o~ in the  Community  and  the Associated 
States with a  view  to  developing  trade. 
When  Associated States took  part in international  trade 
shows  during 1971,  as shown  under  b)  above,  the  Co ..  ia•ion's 
services organized meetings  between  European  trade  expert• 
and Africans responsible  for  promoting  sales of  the  product• 
exported by  their countries. 
The  impression  was  gained  that  these direct contacts 
between  representatives  of  the productive  sector in Africa 
and  European  importers and  processers are  probably  the beat 
way  of  discovering what  the real difficulties are in marketing 
and  of  finding  practical solutions for  them. 
For  this reason it was  decided  to  continue this experi-
ment  in 1972,  while attempting  to  improve it, in particular 
by  a  fuller and  more  active participation on  the  part of  the 
African  productive  sector. 24  - VIIl/419(?2)1 •  liD/C.3 
It wae  in tb.ie eector tbat the larseet Co..unit7 aid wae  li••n in 19?1: it 
:.enefited b7  nearl7 52  •  of the co•it.ent.. Of  the 131 aillion u.a. co.aitted 
.t.o  tb.ie eector,  90 •ill  ion went  into road infraetructve projeote,  2i aillion 
into port de•elopaente,  and 12 •illion into the !rane-Ca•eroon rail project alone. 
The  eiae of the credit• co ..  itted in thi• eector in 19?1  ehould,  howe•er,  be 
conaidered fro• different pointe of Yiew;  alth0111h in fact tbat aiae confir•• the 
intereat which  the co ..  unitr bae alwara ehown  in i•proYiDI the econo.ic infra-
etructve of the  Aaaociated Statee,  on  which  depend•  the effect:h:eneae of •o•t 
other de•elopaent actiYitiee, it •uat n•••rthel••• be  pointed out tbat nearl7 one-
third of the credit• sranted concern aupple•ente of fiD&DCilll  for filliahiDI pro-
ject• alread7 beins carried out.  The  co..tt•enta all'••d to under  tb.ia headin1 b7 
the  co ..  iaaion in 19?1  reached a  total of 39·5 aillion u.a., ..  de  up  aa  followa: 
0.6 •illion u.a.  for  the Kinkala-Boko  road in Con1o, 
1.4 aillion u.a.  for  the Ouasadouaou-Po-frontier road in GbaDa  (Upper  Volta), 
1.3 •illion u.a.  for  the  Nia•er-Zinder road  (PK  495-6o8) in Hiser, 
,.4 aillion u.a.  for  the  rort-La•r-Guelendens road iD Cbad, 
12.0 •illion u.a.  for  the  Trane-Ca•eroon railwar, 
3·5 •illion u.a. for  the airport at Baaako  in Mali, 
15.8 •illion u.a.  for  the port of Owendo  in Gabo,  and 
2.5 •illion u.a.  for a  project for  "two  radio rela7 network• and  two  telephone 
exchanse•" in so  ..  lia. 
To  thie basic explanation of  the  co•ple•entarr financilll•  ehould  be  added 
the  fact  that the coet of econo•ic infraetructure projecta ia senerall7 •uch 
hisher than  that of other interYentione,  particularlr in the  productiYe  aector. 
In new  operation•  the  co ..  it•ente decided  on  in 19?1 repreeent a total 
..  ount of eo••  91  •illion u.a. 
Half of  the new  projecte appro•ed in the field of tran.port and  co•UD.i-
cation infraatructure are concerned ..  inl7 with i•proYins rectonal liDke or. 
the opellins up  of a  repon within the countrr concerned.  Tbat 1• the  caee,  for 
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inetance,  in the  Ba•tnda-Bafoue•  .. road in Ca•eroon,  the  Do••o-Madaoaa 
road in Miser  and  the Zisuinchor-Kolda  road in Senesal,  and al•o in the 
Gabon  project for  radio-relay links between  the Moanda-PranoeYille area 
and  the centres of LibreYille and  Pointe-Noire.  The  re  ..  inins half of 
the project• are ai•td rather at i•provins intra-African link• and  eupply 
and  export routee to other continents,  for  exa.ple  the •oderniaation 
works  on  Trunk road  No.  1  in Burundi,  certain section• of the ..  in road 
Oagadougou-Lo••  (Upper  Volta and  Togo)  and  the  wharf at Nouakchott,  and 
the  extension of  the  port of Brazsaville,  Congo. 
1.2.1 Road•  and bridses 
The  majority of  the road projects approYed  in 1971  concerned 
countries in central Africa. 
The  Commission  decided  en  financing  of nearly 8 million u.a.  for 
Burundi,  for  the  repair and aephalting  of  RN  1  fro• Bujuabura  to  the 
Rwanda  frontier. 
Internationally this road is one  section of  the  great  trunk road 
linking Rwanda  and  Burundi  with other countries,  northward  to  the port 
of Mombaea  and  southward  to  that of Dar-•e-Salaa••  In Rwanda,  the nor-
thern part of  this trunk road is beins built with  financins fro•  the 
AID;  the modernization of  the rest is the subject of EDF-financed  studies. 
Internally,  RN  1  is the  busiest  trunk road in the  country,  serYins 
heavily populated areas in which  the  Community  has  financed  aeYeral  tea-
growing projects  (see 1.1.1,  p.  8 above).  It also serves for  the  export 
of a  large coffee  production and  for  getting food  and market-gardenins  · 
products  to  the capital. 
Two  financing  decisions  taken in 1971  concern  Rwanda.  The  first 
is for  the buildins of a  new  bridse  over  the riYer Nyabaronso  on  the 
Gitara ..  -Ruhengeri road  where it passes  the  Gatu•ba  mines.  Here  the 
traffic is very often interrupted in the rainy ••••on,  hinderins the 
mining operations there,  which  produce a  third of  the cae•iteritt in 
Rwanda,  as well as the  earriase of  agricultural products and various 
other goode.  The  project is also  intended  to make  the  link between Gitarama, 
a  large regional  distribution centre,  and  Ruhengeri,  that is,  between  the 
centre and  north  of  Rwanda,  a  permanent  one. 26  VIII/~19(72)1 - F.ID/C.3 
Tbe  aeooud  fiD&Dcius  deciaiou coucerue  the  preparatiou of doeeiera 
for carryius out develo,.ent,  drainas• and aaphaltins work•  on  the road- ........... 
aectiou Kil!li•Gitara  ..  -Butare  - Buruudi  troutier.  Tbie  aection ruua 
throush a  very denaely populated area  (~0 •  of  the cogutry'a total 
population)  with sreat a,ricultural and  trade activity (the coffee-
growins and  pea ..  ut sroupius Ma7&sa  recion). 
Tbe  co ..  iaeion took an i•portant decision in 1971  on  finauciDs 
tor !!!t!• a•ounting to nearly 16 •illion u.a. It concerue  the con-
atructiou of au aephalted road in the Baudundu  proviuce,  1~3 ka·iD 1eu1th, 
liukius the  town  of Keuge  with Maai-Mani•ba  aud  goiDI beyond  the latter 
~Y 30 ka. It is the firet part of the Keuse-Kikwit link, iteelf an  ez-
teneion  towarde  Kwilu  of  the  road which  opeua  up  the  country fro• 
Kiuehasa  to Keuge,  already finauced  froa  the  IDF.  The  ulti  ..  te objective, 
which  this project aerves in part,  ie to eatablieh a  liuk over a  peraa-
uent,  faet  road betweeu Kinehaaa  in the weet  aud  Kivu  aud latansa in the 
eaet of the country. 
The  road-section Kens•  to Maai-Maniaba  ie  to serve for  the  eaaen-
tial openins up  of  the agricultural region of the Kwilu,  very deuaely 
populated  (about  960,000 inhabitants) and ..  inly concerned  on  the  oue 
band  with  food  production,  larsely for  the resional  urban centrea and 
the  capital about  500 k• away,  and  on  the other with producins pal•-
oil,  pal••treea,  coffee,  tobacco,  and  fibree  for  the  proceaeius iu-
duetriee in Kinshasa  or for ezport. 
For  Ca•eroon  the  Co ..  iesion approved  the  developaent and aapbaltipl 
of  the  Ba•enda-Bafoue ..  •  road at a  coat  of  ?  •illion u.a.  Tbie project 
for•• part of the five-year  plan  for  Ca•eroon  (19?1-?5),  which  sivee 
priority to  developing inter-resional links to atrensthen the  eoono•ic 
and political coheeion of  the  Federation. 
The  preeent earth road  between Baaenda  and  Bafoua ...  ,  linkin1 the 
uortheru dietricta of weat  Ca•eroou with  the aain trunk roade iu eaet 
Ca•eroon,  and  thence  with  the ..  in eceno•ic  and adainietrative centre• 
of  the  country,  is difficult to uee  for  aeveral •onthe of  the year. 27  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
The  development  of  this trunk road will allow greater traffic in 
goods and  passengers and  should  have  important  secondary effects in view 
of  the large potentialities of  the region  served,  with its population 
of about  700,000 and its large  marketed  production of coffee and  food. 
In  the  Congo  the  Commission  decided  on  financing  for  4  •odern 
bridges over  the  Ngoko,  Kouyou  and  Lekory  rivers.  When  completed,  these 
will facilitate  the  movement  of the agricultural  products  of  the resion, 
particularly of palm-oil and  palm-trees,  to  the  development  of which  the 
Community  has  contributed by  creating 2,500 ha  of selected palm-groves 
and  the restoration of  the oil-mills at Etoumbi  and  Kunda. 
In  West  Africa  there will  be  financing  for  the  development and 
asphaltins of  three  sections  (179  km),  and  a  study of  improvements  for 
another  section of  the  Ouagadougou-Lome  trunk road,  affecting  Upper 
Volta and  Togo. 
This  project is part of a  series of  actions in West  Africa for 
improving  the existing communications  system  and  increasing  the  trade 
of all kinds  between  the Sahelian states  (Mali,  Upper  Volta and  Niger) 
on  the  one  hand,  and  between  them  and  the  !oast  on  the  other.  With 
this in mind  the  Community  has already financed  considerable  road in-
vestments  in Mali,  Upper  Volta,  Niger  and  Togo,  and  contributed  to  im-
provements  in  the  Abidjan-Ouagadougou  railway. 
For  Niger  the  Commission  decided  in 1971  on  two  financing&  to 
a  total of  24  million u.a.  for asphalting  the  road-section  Dosso-
Hadaoua,  building 17  bridges,  and  a  study  of  the  Tchadaoua-Takieta 
and  the  Zinder-Hirriah sections of  the main  trunk road  Niamey-Zinder-
Since  1962  the  Commission  has  been  financing  the progressive 
modernization  of  this  trunk  road,  which  runs  east-west  through  the 
country,  traversing its most  populous  and fertile parts.  North-south 
links  between  this road  and  Dahomey  and  Nigeria  for  the  movement  of 
both  exports and  imports,  have also  been  carried out with  Community 
financing.  The  total of  EDF  participation in  the  development  of this 
road  network  has  now  reached  43  million u.a.,  including  the  supple-
mentary  financing mentioned  above  (p.  24)  for  carrying out  the  section 
PK  495-608  of  the  Niamey-Zinder  road. 28  VIII/
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For Senesal  the  Co ..  iesion approved  the  development  and  ae-
pbalting of  the  Zisuincher-Kolda  road  (184.5  km)  linking the  lower 
and •iddle Caeamance  via  the  south  of  the  1·1ve1. 
The  Co ..  unity has already financed  many  roed  inveetllente in 
thie region.  Since 1960 about  13.5 million  u.a.  h'lv"  been  devoted  to 
the aapbalting of 124  km  and  the  buildin&  in  ~"'rth of  454  1t11  (in-
cluding moat  of  the present road)  and  to  4  brid~ee.  The  priority 
given  by  the  Senegal  Government  to  this  ree:ion  _:  C'  P-x-J!lainfld  by its 
i•portanee in  the  country's  economy,  since tt  suppll~s nearly three-
quarters of Senegal's rice  production  and  a  large  p1cportlon  o! 
other i11portant agricultural  products- gruundnuU1,  cotton,  sorghu• 
and milletls. 
The  Malagasy  Republic  got  EDF  financio£  of mon  than  9 million 
u.a.  in  1971  for  carrying out  the  second  phaF.e  of  the  develop11ent  of 
lli  road  joining Voheme.:r  and  Snmba"'a1.  t"Wo  ports  on  th~  Indil\n  Ocean 
coaet.  The  first  phase  "Was  given  Community  financing  in 1961.  The 
new  project  concerns  the  development  of  thf.  laet  sectione  (about 
99  km  altogether)  and  the  asphaltine of  th~  ~hole length  of  the road. 
The  area  served  [,y  the  "ohemar-Samba"t'  rnn(l  hR.~>  nbout  350,000 
inhabitants,  dependent  mainly  on  agricul  Lt::":  for  the._,  1~ v .. lihood. 
The  Community  has  financed  (•pu·;•t:i.•.:r>s  i.hf'Y~  i·;  I"  t.(Jtt;}  or  .-,ver 
25  million u.a.,  notablj  tt,e  constructior  r.t  !"b•·  Ju  .. •dllp'.<.-ba.mbe.vfl 
road  for  getting  t~o  e.:;~~.r:•i t:.,: ·"  1  f:!'')th>~. t: ''"  ..  ~  i.t"'  J'nrJ~.l"  J3ari n 
away;  the  hydro-electric  development  of  tcu.t  :::ao::..~...  (!jet.  LL} <.>.uove)i 
and  the  establiahmc.c.  t  c<'  · ..  'JQC  '1~  ":  ::: ~.,. 
Finally,  in Ee.st  A.fric.;r  !..  fJ..rl!<'  "' ... '1[_  ~·- ·.:c.s~.o.'~  ·.tJ~- \.'.~.- '!J  ~.r 
1971  to  develop and asphalt  e.  1~-km lJraud.•. :..2-:-J'  -~~:_:~vll~  1  ~!!l~1.ng 
Giuaaa and  Arara,  the  la!.te;  Ld.ug  linkc  !::,  <.;.•  •·-t>!Jha).".  ~oPd  iv 
Chisiaaio.  This  will  cl::.o  ..  ·  the  at;:·::.c.:.h~.,.,..i  - · •..;-:'1•c.1:~  :;f  tl:.-·  r.ismR.ma 
district to  be  moved  out  ff:l <oter  e.nrl  r'!:  f  n.  >;.:  · csun:::  r:l• 1 ~ fJ:y  tc  the 
port  of  Chisimaio.  !hi~  p~gion  ~ao al' ~~!·  ~~0pF:t~d hi  Community 
actions  in  euppo;~t  .""  '_,-::.<::.·.•".-g;·c·.  : .. :;:  ..  ;.~  :t ...  > 
a  project ie  no'W  b~_:_r:[.  ::t.\•ri:i.ed  fv.  ~.~".,.:,_c~~.-,:-; 
fruit  (see  1.1.1 above: 
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1.2.2 Porta and  waterways 
Two  new  actions have  been  taken here. 
1.  The  extension of  the  port  of Brazzaville in Congo 
Thanks  to  Community  financing,  the river port of  Brazaaville 
can be  given  supplementary infrastructure  to  enable it to  meet 
present and  foreseeable  increases in traffic.  They  are a  lengthening 
of  the  wharf  by  250  m,  and  investments  connected  with  the  building 
of  sheds and  depots,  and  the  supply  of  4  cranes. 
The  port of Brazzaville, at the  lowest  point of  the river 
navigation  of  the  Congo-Oubangui-Sangha  Basin,  is an important link 
in the  transequatorial lines of  communication,  taking nearly 99  ~ 
of  the  traffic of  the  Central African  Republic,  60  ~of Chad's 
traffic,  and  nearly all  the  Congolese  traffic to and  from  the  sea-
port  of  Pointe-Noire.  The  timber  exports  from  south-east  Cameroon 
also use  this route.  The  Community  has already financed  numerous 
projects  for  modernizing  the  transequatorial route  - the  construc-
tion of river-ports in  the  Congo  Basin,  the  supply of a  fleet  of 
transports and  timber-trucks,  the  strengthening of  the  permanent 
way  from  Dolisie  to  Mont-Belo,  the  construction of  2  wharfage-
points and  the  purchase  of  a  dredger at  the  port  of  Pointe-Noire, 
costing altogether  over  10 million u.a.  The  purchase  of  a  tug of 
1,800  HP  from  EDF  resources  was  decided  on  in 1971. 
2.  Additional  development  of  the  Nouakchott  wharf  in Mauritania. 
The  wahrf at  Nouakchott  was  built,  and  then  extended,  out 
of  EDF  resources,  totalling 5.2 million u.a.  The  new  financing 
of 360,000 u.a.,  decided  on  in 1971,  will enable  new  protection 
to  be  built for  the  quay,  ensuring safe and  speedy  direct berthing. 
The  project also provides for  permanent installations for  supplying 
and  distributing electric power  within  the  shipping area. 30 
1.2.3 Teleco  ..  unications 
There  is a  new  decision by  the  Co ..  is•ion to report in 
this field.  It concerns a  loan on  special condition•,  a•ountinl 
to ?65,000 u.a.  to  finance  the inatallation of a  telepbone and 
telesraphic  co ..  unication link bl radio relay network•  between 
Mouila,  Moanda  and FranceTille in Gabon.  The  project co•pri•e• 
the  •upply of complete  equi~ent for  the  three •tation•,  to 
proTide reliable and fast connections by  telephone and telesra-
phic  links between  the  mining region  ( ..  ngane•e and uraaiua)  of 
Moanda-FranceTille,  which is growing rapidly,  and  LibreTille 
and  the port of Pointe-Noire. 
It supplements a  project alreadJ carried out at a  co•t 
of 1.? •illion u.a.  fro• EDF  credits,  which  has  enabled a  link 
by  radio relay networks  to  be  installed between  Congo  and Gabon. 31  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
1.3  SOCIAL  DEVELOPMENTS 
Aid  for social developments  covers  the  sectors  of  training, 
health,  domestic  water supplies and  housing.  All  this requires 
both investment  and  moves  in technical  cooperation. 
During 1971,  credits committed  in  the field  of  social de-
velopment  made  up nearly 13  ~ of all commitments.  The  financing 
decisions reached  concerned in fact  mainly  education and  training, 
which attracted 8.6 % of all commitments. 
1.3.1 Education and  training 
The  great majority  of aids  decided  on  in 1971  concerned 
trade and  technical training.  Aid  from  the  Community is thus 
establishing a  close  dovetailing between  training activities 
and  the  other  economic  and  social  development  which it finances, 
and it fits into  the  general  guidelines given  by  the  Association 
Council,  which  stress the  need  for  key staff and  trade  training. 
This branch  of  training has attracted ne.w  investments: 
several  technical  training colleges in  Cameroon,  the  national 
nursing  college in Niger,  and  three  specific  projects for  tech-
nical  cooperation  in  Rwanda,  Dahomey  and  Madagascar,  concerned 
particularly with  the  training of rural staffing experts.  The 
development  of  trade  and  technical  training is also  ~t  the 
inatructoraon missions  this  year  will  be  concerned with,  and 
also  what  the  scholarships and  training grants  provided are  to 
serve. 
The  other branches  of  education and  training covered  by  the 
aide  decided  on  in 1971  are  training for  foremen,  for  which  a 
large investment  was  provided in Burundi;  general  se~ondary 
education,  the  concern  of  the  Vogt  College in Cameroon,  which 
will  be  enlargedj  and  finally  two  specific new  projects  for 
training men  and  women  to  stimulate rural activities,  one  in 
Niger  and  the  other in Mali,  the aim  of  which  ie to  make  the 
people  more  able  to  take  over  their  own  development  and  thus  to 
put  more  life into efforts made  in  this direction  by  the national 
authorities with  foreign  support  and assistance. 32  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
Comaunity aid in the training sector takes fiYe  for.e: 
1. inYeetmente in the  educational  infrastructure; 
2.  specific  projects for  trade  training; 
3·  the  proYieion o! instructors appropriate to the training; 
4,  scholarships; and 
5. training !or officials and short courses. 
1.  The  educational infrastructure 
In  this field five actions with Community aid in 1971 can be 
pointed to.  The  first concerns  the  building and equipping of the Ecole 
Normale Superieur  du  Burundi. It is designed  to  take 200 pupils,  of 
whom  150 will be boarders, and will  train 40 certificated teachers for 
the  lower classes in secondary schooling per annum.  These will be able 
gradually to replace foreign  teachers and meet  the need for more 
teachers in secondary  education. 
Another  project approved by  the  Commission in 1971  proYidee  for 
building  two  new  technical  colleges in Cameroon,  one at Bertoua.  the 
other at Buea,  and  the  extension of three  establishments at Garoua, 
Bafoussam and  Yaounde.  The  college for  technical commercial  education 
in Bertoua ie intended for  the training of 135  students at a  tiae,  while 
that at Buea  will  take  315  boarders.  The  extension of the college of 
technical,  industrial and  commercial  education at Garoua will raise ita 
capacity from  136  to 356 students,  and  that of the  Bafouaea• college 
from  142 to 250  students.  The  Yaounde  college for commercial  technical 
training for girls will be  enlarged by  the addition of a  section for 
"secretariat de  direction" which will be able to take 85  pupils. 
Still in Cameroon,  the  Commission  decided on an extension of the 
Vogt  de  M'Volye  college by  the building of echoolrooae and boarding 
accommodation  to bring its capacity from  450 up to 560 pupils (including 
390 boarders). 
It was also decided to finance an extension of the National Nursing 
College at Niamey  to bring its numbers  from  100 up to 155.  To  improYe 
qualifications the duration of  the training,  which vas  two  years for 
State nurses,  will be  extended  by  one  year.  When  this is coaplete  the 
number  of Niger  nurses,  now  600,  will rise by  1980  to about 1000,  re-
presenting one  nurse  per  4,000 inhabitants. 
) ) 
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Finally,  the  Coaaieeion decided  to  provide  the Institut Superior 
d'Architecture at Kinshasa and  the  section for Humanites artistiques 
annexed  to it vith the  neceaaary  premises  to enable them  to  take  350 
students.  The  Government of Zaire ai•e to  produce about 10 certifi-
cated architects a  year  to meet  the  needs of the  country in national 
architects,  vhich may  be  estimated at a  mean  of  200. 
2,  Specific pro3ects for  trade  training 
Five specific projects !or  ~rade training,  ccneieting mainly  of 
technical aid and  teaching means,  vere  decidec  on  in 1971,  all intended 
to back up the efforts made  by  the  Community  in the  ~ield of  the  develop-
ment of production.  They  concern in part the  ~raining, in  Dahomey,  of 
160 staffing experts,  80 demonstators and  120  voluntary  demonstrators 
in market  gardening,  horticultural  production,  family  economy  and 
nutrition,  who  will  be  expected  to spread their knowledge  among  the 
Oueme  populations,  which are mostly rural.  The  aim is to  improve  the 
nutritional standards of  these  people,  whose  averllge  incomes are poor. 
The  Commission also decided  to continue  for  three years and  to 
expand  the  campaign  for  women's  domestic  education,  which  bas  been 
carried  on  for nearly  tvo  years  in  the  :ive distr1z;a  ~~  the  most 
densely  populated belt in Higer.  The six  expat~iate w omen  advisers will 
go  on  training key staff and  teaching  the  female  population about  the 
problema  of  the elementary  techniques of production,  marketing and 
family  budgeting.  Conej.derable attention will  be  given  to  education 
in health and nutrition. 
In  t he  Malagasy  Republic t he  Commission finally decided  on  finan-
cing a  programme  of  training !or 100 managers and managerial  eta!! for 
cooperatives  and  similar organizations,  to  ensure  economical and 
effective running. 
In Mali,  the  Coaaunity vill finance  a  family centre for rural 
~monstratore at Koni,  and will  provide for  the expansion of a  siailer 
centre already established at Tominian,  which  has been  operating 
successfully for  three years.  This  project will  ~ive an idea of  how 
far this experiment  might  be  extended,  in particular  to all  the  seasonal 
sohoole  (training centres for young peasants),  financed  !rom  EDF VIII/419(?2)1 - li:D/c-3 
reaources in this region at a  coat  of 5,6 aillion u.a. !be 
Koni  centre will train 24  teaae of  young  faraer-inatructora 
who  will  then  go  back  to  their  village• and  ••rve a• practi• 
cal demonstrators  there. 
In  Rwanda  the  Commission  will provide  for farai!l and 
trade trainins,  for  3  years,  of  90  young  peaaant•  to  enable 
them  better to fit in  to  their surroundins••  Like ..  ny other 
countries,  Rwanda  faces  the  problem  of very •any  ch~•  and 
dropouts  in primary education and at the besiDDiDI of  the 
••condary schooling.  To  combat  the  social i•balanc•• cauaed 
by  this situation,  the  Rwanda  Govern•ent  has  re-establiehed 
a  progra ..  e  of  practical supple•entary training.  The  project 
financed  by  the  Com•unity will fit into this prograaae ae an 
experi•ental effort,  to be  carried out at the  Centre  Rural 
Asricole  et de  Formation  Artiaanale,  built at Gitara  .. with 
French bilateral aid.  The  progra•me  can  then  be  perfected 
and  extended  to other  centres  to  be  set up  in  the  Maya ..  , 
an area where  the  Co•munity  provides aid  (see 1.1.2 above). 
3.  The  provision of instructors appropriate  to  the  traiAi!l 
In  1971  the  Community  decided  to  send  out 9  in•tructor• 
for  2  years  to  teach in the  following inetitutiona:  the !£!!! 
National•  d'Asriculture at Tov'  (Togo),  Univerait' du  I6Din 
(common  to  Togo  and  Dahomey),  Centre  Internationale de  ror• 
aation Statistigue at Yaound'  (Ca•eroon)  built with IDF  re-
source•,  and  the  Centre  R'sionale  de  l'ln•eisne•ent et de 
l'Apprentisaase Mariti•• and  Ecole  de  Statistisue,  both at 
Abidjan  (Ivory  Coast). 
The  object of this aid is to  enable  the  Governaenwof 
these  countries to overcome  the difficulties  they aeet with 
in recruitiag specialist instructors in certain technical 
fields.  It is limited  to  particular cases,  either to back  up 
other  forme  of aid  from  the  Co••unity in training aatters, 
or  to  promote  regional  cooperation in this field. 3~  - VIII/419(?2)1 - rED/C.3 
4.  Scholarahips 
The  programme  of  scholarships  financed  by  the co ..  unity 
during  the  school  year  1970/?1  comprised  full-time  and  part-tiae 
acholarahips and  grants for  correspondence. 
a) Full-tiae traininc cranta 
During  the 1970/71 school  year  2,172  scholarship&  were  awarded 
to students  from  the  AASM.  The  total nuaber  of scholarahip 
holders  was  about  the  same  aa in 1969/?0. 
For  the first time  the  nuaber  of  scholarships awarded  for 











This  direction of  development  agrees with  the  provisions of 
Protocol  6  of the  Yaounde  Convention  to  the effect that  training 
should  be  carried out as faa as possible in  the  AASM. 
The  proportion of scholarship-holders  devoting themselves  to 
technical studies  (see  Table  4)  showed  a  clear rise on  the  pre-. 
ceding year,  from  34.8  ~ to  38.2  ~.  and  aimilarly in the agri-
cultural field,  in which  the  proportion rose  from  24.7  ~ to 
28.8  ~. 
b)  Local  part-time  courses 
The  nuaber  of  tradesmen and  heads  of  small enterprises following 
part-time  courses in  the  AASM  fell slightly in 1970/71.  The  total 
was  5031  distributed as  follows: VIII/419(?2)1 - liD/C.3 
107  in Caaeroon 
16?  1n  Congo 
150 in Zaire 
30  in Gabon,  and 
49  in Madagaacar. 
c) Scholarahipa for  traininc b: correapondence  couraea 
(aee  Table  6) 
ror  the  achool  year 19?0/?1  the co ..  iaaion cranted 518 
applications for  training by  correspondence  couraea,  which· 
brought  the nuaber  of echolar•hip holder• to 1,811,  in• 
cluding  the 1,293 froa  preYioua  year• atill purauinc their 
studiea. 
The  breakdown  by  field  of  studiea 
Econoaics  902  or  49.8 ; 
Agriculture  411  or  22.? ; 
Technical  498  or  2?o5 ; 
By level of  training it wa•: 
Vocational  502  or  2?.? ; 
Interaediate  :1,099  or  60.7 ; 
Higher  210  or  11.6 • 
Reaulte 
ia aa  followa: 
At  31  December  19?1,  of  the 1,811 acholarahip holder• 1,181 
had  ended  their training year succeaafully,  and of  theae 
334  had  completed  their training.  630  atudenta  wi~h clearly 
inadequate reaults loat their  acholarahip•• 37  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
5.  Training for officials and  short  courses 
Six  students were  admitted  to  short  courses  in a  European  ad-
ministration in 1971,  for  periods  of  3  or  6  months,  distributed as 
follows:  Cameroon  1,  Zaire  2,  Polynesia 1,  Rwanda  1  and  Chad  1. 
In addition,  twelve  officials attended  training courses in 
the  Commission:  2  from  Burundi,  1  each  from  Cameroon,  Congo,  Dahomey 
and  Gabon,  2  from  Madagascar,  and  1  each  from  Niger,  Rwanda,  Togo 
and  Upper  Volta. 
All  of  these  occupy  responsible  or authoritative  positions in 
their national administrations. 
lo3o2  Health 
In  this sector  the  Commission  granted in 1971  non-refundable 
subsidies  for  the  continuation of  two  projects begun  earliero  One 
concerns  the  completion  of a  programme  for  the  supply  of health 
needs  and  the  construction of  16  rural dispensaries in Niger;  the 
other  continuation during  1972  and  1973  of  a  campaign  against  the 
onchocercosis vector in  certain parts  of  U~per Volta,  Ivory  Coast 
and Mali.  The  Governments  of  the  countries  concerned will  contri~ 
bute almost as  much  to  the  cost as  the  Community  will. 
It is worth  pointing out  that  many  of  the specifically training 
programmes  (child  care,  nutrition,  etc.,) already mentioned,  and 
also  the  domestic  water-supply projects  (cf.  1.3.3 below)  have  a 
considerable  prophylactic  effect and  thus  directly help  to  improve 
public  health in  the  Associated States in  which  they are  carried 
out. 
1.3.3 Water  supplies,  municipal  administration,  housing 
The  four  new  interventions approved  by  the  Commission  in 1971 
in this social sector  concern  water  supplies  - one  in villages,  the 
other  three  in  towns.  They  are as  follows: 
In  the  supply  of  water  to  villages  the  financing  provided  by 
the  EDF  will  cover  the  first slice of  a  programme  calling for  the 
construction of  262  wells  provided  for  by  the  Government  of  Togo 
under  the  second  economic  and  social  plan,  and  intended  to  provide VIII/419(72)1 •  PID/c-, 
water euppliea for  the Tillage• aoat in need,  epread  oTer  the 
whole  of  the territor7 and  containing about 150,000 iababitanta. 
The  introduction of  the welle vaa  decided  on  after atudiea b7 
aid fro• France and  the  United Nation• Special Fand. 
The  approTed  projecta for  urban  water auppliea  concern 
the  town•  Cotonou,  Bobo-Dioulaeao and  Baaako.  In Dahoae7  the 
project ie aiaed at aodernizing and  extending  the water-aupplJ 
e7atea in Cotonou.  Theee  deTelopaente will enable the town'• 
need• ae  to quality and quantity to be  aet up  to 1985,  when  the 
population will haTe  rieen to about 245,000. 
The  project to  be  financed in Upper  Volta  concern•  the 
execution of  the  deliTery part of  the  progra ..  e  for extending 
the water-eupply e7atea of Bobo-Dioulaeao.  The  inatallationa 
proTided  for  under  the  echeae will enable  the water-auppl7 
needa  to  be aet up  to 1995·  The  town'e  population will be able 
to increaae ita conauaption of water,  which  baa  been  etatic 
eince 1966,  and  aeTeral induatrial enterprieea which it i• 
planned to inatall in the  town  can now  aettle in. 
Finally,  the  town  of  Baaako,  in Mali,  hae been  feeling 
a  great iabalance between  water require•enta and  the aean• of 
production and storage,  in conaequence  of  the  deTelopaent it 
baa eeen,  particularly during the laet two  decadee.  !o re  ..  d7 
the  eituation,  the Mali GoTern•ent  baa  drawn  up,  on  the baaie 
of a  long-ter• guidance  plan,  an  urgent  prograaae,  of  which 
the firat part,  financed  fro•  EDF  reaourcee  (2.4 aillion u.a.) 
will be  carried out at once.  The  eecond  alice of thie ursent 
progra ..  e, approved in 1971,  co•priaea an increaee in the 
atorage capacity and in the high-preeeure equipaent. 
When  theee  two  coapleaentary project• haTe  been coapleted 
the7 will enable  the water-euppl7 requireaente of  the  population 
ot Baaako,  which ia growing at the rate of  3 •  per aDDua,  to be 39  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
1.4  EMERGENCY  AIDS 
Recourse  to  "emergency aide" in 1971  wae  called for  by 
an  exceptionally severe  drought  and  a  grave  cholera  epidemic. 
Such aid was  extended  to  five  States at a  total coat  of  14 
million u.a. 
Actions  for  stemming  the  cholera  epidemic  concerned  Chad 
and  Niger. 
In Chad,  the number  of  cases  rose  to  over 5,000 and 
deaths  to  over 2,000. 
The  Community  also helped  the  Government  of Niger in 
its fight against  the  epidemic,  which  caused  the  deaths  of 
over  2,000  people.  The  areas affected hold  about  2  million 
people. 
The  help given  to  Niger,  Senegal,  Somalia  and  Upper 
Volta  was  to  enable  them  to  remedy  the  disastrous  consequences 
of  the  exceptionally severe  drought  suffered in 1970/71  over 
nearly  the  whole  of  their territories. It took  the  following 
forms: 
In Upper  Volta,  the  EDF  aid  covered  the  cost  of  trans-
porting,  allocating and  distributing the  food  assistance 
given in kind  by  the  Community,  together  with  the  execution 
of a  programme  for  saving livestock and  restoring the agri-
cultural economy.  These  operations had  the  benefit  of  con-
siderable  food  aid sent  by  the  United States of  America  and 
the  World  Food  Programme  (WFP),  together  with  the  supply of 
sheds  by  bilateral German  aid. 
In Niger  considerable  losses  were  reported in stock-
breeding,  and  epizootic&  were  declared in certain areas. 
To  prevent any  worsening of  the  situation,  the  Community 
financed  health protection activities. 
In agriculture  the  drought  brought  about  a  reduction 
in  food  and  groundnut  production,  varying  between  10 and 
70  %  according  to  the area and  crop  concerned. 
The  Community  financed  the  reconstitution  of  the  stocks 
of  groundnut  seed  (7,300 t),  which  had  been  eaten  by  the  people. 40  VIII/419(?2)1 - F.ID/C-3 
In so  ..  lia the drought,  through the  con.tderable reduction 
in the  production of food  which it caused,  reaulted in the aader-
nouriahaent and ..  lnutrition of about 1.5 •illion people,  fiaally 
bringing deadly epideaics.  There  were  also heaTy  loaaea in cattle. 
The  co ..  unity supplied  food  aid in the fora of 8,000  t  of 
aaise.  EDF-financed  eaergency aid  took oTer  the diatribution of 
thia aid within  the  country,  aa well aa  proTiding food  and ahelter, 
orsaniaation and ad•inietration .of  refugee  c ..  p• and  the  purobaae 
of •edicaaenta for  the stricken people.  The  People'• Republic  of 
China  and  the  USSR  contributed to  the  rescue  work  to the extent 
of 406,000  and  280,000  u.a.  respectively. 
Finally,  eaergency aid granted by  the  co ..  iaaion to Senef!l 
vaa  uaed  to give  producers,  at the beginning of  the asricultural 
ca•paign 19?1/?2,  a  seed-sowing  premium  intended on  the  one  hand 
to alleviate the  consequences  of  the  considerable reduction in 
the  groundnut  harvest  of 1970  and  on  the  other to pro•ote diTerai-
fication of  production,  particularly towards  aorghua and •illet. 
This  Co••unitr aid caae at a  fortunate ti•e: it helped  con-
siderably in restoring the  confidence of  the  pea ..  nta,  which  had 
been  strengthened already by  the  Senegal  GoTernaent'a  own  action 
in wiping out  debts  which  had  accuaulated for  the  aupply of  aeed, 
..  teriala and  equip•ent  for  crop-growing.  Aa  a  reeult the sroaad-
nut  production rose in one  year  from  583,000  to about 918,000 t, 
without  entailing the slightest reduction in that of millet and 
•orghum. 
Thie recovery in agricultural production aerTed aa a  real 
apur  to  the  whole  of  the Senegal econo•y,  and  confiraed the 
GoTernaent  in ita wieh  to apply the  neceaaary atructural reform• 
in the  groundnut  econo•Y• 41  VIII/419(72)E - liD/C-3 
1.5  PUBLICITY  MOVES 
Certain EDF-!inanced •oves are ai•ed at ensuring 
better publicity a•ong  the responsible  people  in  the 
Associated States on  the  subject  of  the  functioning of 
the  As•ociation:  they  consist in the  or,anisation of 
•JIIpo•ia and  the  regular publication of  the  "Courrier 
de  l'Aeaociation". 
SJ!poeia  orsani&ed in Europe 
From  January  to  December  1971,  thirteen Sfmposia  in 
Europe  enabled  contact  to be  made  with  446  participants, 
among  whom  there  were  54  people  from  states not  belonging 
to  the Association.  The  symposia  were  nearly all held in 
Brussels and  from  November  1971  were  restricted to scholar-
ship holders of  the  European  Community. 
Syaposia  orsani&ed in the Associated States 
During 1971,  symposia  were  held in Chad,  the Central 
African  Republic  and  Congo.  These  intor•ative •••tins• were 
held with  the help of  the authoriti•• in these States and 
of resident  deputy supervisors  !rom  the  EDF  before various 
audiences:  parliamentarians,  high  officials,  representa-
tives of industrial and  commercial  circles,  students and 
holders of  ECC  scholarships. 42  VIII/419(72)-1 - liD/C-3 
CHAPTER  2  - THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  COMMUNITY  AID 
2.1  - PREPARATIONS  FOR  IMPLEMENTATION 
In 1970 it was  found  possible  to aake  broad  preparation• for iapleaeatiag 
the aid,  by  applying the  interim measures  decided  on  by  the As•ociation  Council. 
This  preparatory work  was  continued in 1971  in a  very  close  cooperation bet-
ween  the  competent authorities of  the  Community  and  the  AASM,  aa resard• both 
the  definition of a  priority programme  for  financing and  the  stage of  puttiag 
the  projects into practice.  A joint  conaide~ation of request•  for fiaanciag 
was  also carried  on  during 1971  by  the  Commission's  services and  tho•• of the 
Bank  in the  normal  way. 
This  section describes  how  the  cooperation achieved  took practical  fo~ 
within  the Asaociation. 
2.1.1 Review  of  the  preparatory measures  taken before  Yaounde  Coavention II 
came  into  force 
The  application,  !rom  1  June  to  31  December  1970,  of  the interia mea•ur•s 
decided  on  by  the Association  Council  enabled  the  Commission  to  prepare and 
investigate  the  operations  to  be  proposed  for  financing by  the  third EDF. 
These  interim measures  provided  that  the  EDF  services might  proceed 
without a  break  to  the  examination  of  the  projects already submitted by  the 
AASM  according to  the methods  of  management  of  the aids laid down  in Yaound' 
Convention II and  the  new  Internal  Financial  Agreement.  Nineteen project• thu• 
examined,  involving a  total  of about  35  million u.a.,  were  submitted to  the 
EDF  Comaittee.  These  measures  enabled  the  commitment  of  credits under  the 
third EDF  to  begin  very quickly and  the  delay  which  had  intervened in the 
ratification of  the  new  Convention  to  be  made  up  as  far as possible.  The 
commitments  came  in  fact  in 1971  to  more  than  230  million u.a.,  while  an equi-
valent distribution over  the  period  of  Yaounde  Convention  II would  corre•pond 
to about  225  million u.a.  per annum. 
The  examination  of  these  projects was  preceded  by  programaing misaioa• 
in each Associated State,  whereby  a  provisional  programme  for  uaing the  third 
EDF  on  the  basis of  proposals  by  the  national authorities could  be  drawn  up. - 43  - VIII/419(72)E  - FED/C-3 
2.1.2 Cooperation between  Community  authoritie• and  the  competent  AASM 
authoritiee 
From  the  start a  close  collaboration was  established between  the 
Community  services and  the  responsible authorities of  the  Associated 
States,  both at the  stage  of decisions  on  the  programme  for  the  third 
EDF  and  at  that of preparing  the  various  projects provided  for. 
1.  Several  programming missions  were  also carried out  in the 
Associated States,  notably in Chad,  Burundi  and  Zaire.  Other  missions 
on  the  spot  enabled  high officials  ~f the  Commission  and  the  Bank  to 
have  many  contacts with  the  Presidents  and  responsible people  in 
governments  and  to discuss  with  them  the  general  guidelines  for 
Community  aid during  the  coming  years.  '!'his  was  the  case  with  Burundi, 
Cameroon,  the Central  African Republic,  Chad,  Dahomey,  Gabon,  Ivory 
Coast,  Malagasy Republic,  Mali,  Senegal,  Somalia,  'J.'ogo,  Upper  Volta 
and  Zaire. 
2.  In  addition,  several  high-level  delegations  from  various States 
of  the  AASM  came  to  Brussels  and  Luxembourg  to  meet  officials of  the 
Commission  and  the  Bank  for  discussions  on  projects provided  for 
mainly during  programming  missions.  These  exchanges  of views also 
developed  during  numerous  missions  carried out  in the  AASM  by agents 
of  the  EDF  and  Bank  services. 
3.  As  part of  the  joint effort  in programming  Community  aid,  manx 
sectoral or regional  studies  were  decided  on  in 1971  with  EDF  credits, 
to  enable  several  Associated  States to  draw  up  specific  development 
programmes.  For  example,  in rural  production  the  EDF  financed  among 
other  things  studies in Mali  and  Mauritania  on  drawing  up  a  rice-
growing  programme;  in  Dahomey  and  Upper  Volta,  studies  on  devising 
a  programme  for  help  to  stockbreeding;  in Cameroon  a  study on  the 
exploitation of a  sparsely-inhabited area in  the  north-west;  and  at 
the  request  of  the  ~enegal Government  the  ~DF financed  nine  studies 
on  the  most  important  sectors of  the  Senegalese  economy:  agriculture, 
stockbreeding,  mining,  tourism,  transport  and  training. - 44  - VIII/419(?2)1 - liD/C-3 
4.  Fina111,  aan1  technical aid aiaaions vere  aent  to vork aloag-
side  moat  of the Governaeats of the  Associated Stat•• to help thea 
in drawing  up  the  doasiers  for  submitting project•  for  vhioh 
financing is aought  from  Co ..  unit1 aid.  Certain aia•ioaa,  •ent ia 
1970  or earlier,  vere  extended  to 19?1.  At  the  end  of the 1ear 
under  reviev there  vere  altogether 25  experts at the  di•po•al of 
eight  Asaociated States for  carr1ing out  tasks involved in pre-
paring proJects. - 45  - VIII/419{72)E- FED/C-3 
2.2 - NEW  DECISIONS 
Non-refundable  aids or  gifts  from  EDP  resources made  up  ~~.3 ~ 
of  the  commitments  decided  on in  1~71 towards  AASM.  Refundable 
EDF-financed  aide represented  2.~ % of the  same  total,  and  ordinary 
loans  from  European  Investment  Bank  resources  made  up  ~.9 ~ 
This broad division is substantially similar to that provided 
for  by art. 18  of the  Convention:  ~1.5 % - ~.?  ~ - 9.~  ~.  Although 
the  proportion of refundable aid  from  EDF  resources ie smaller than 
the  average  provided  for,  this ie due  to  the  fact  that  the  procedure 
for  examining  these  aide ie usually more  complex  and  that  the 
nature of  financially  sound  projects itself often makes  their pre-
paration longer  and  more  difficult. 
The  new  commitments  entered into in 19?1  are  examined  below 
from  the  point  of view  of  the  adaptation of  financing  methods  to 
the  various  sectors of social and  economic  activity of the  Associated 
States.  The  sectoral analysis used is identical with that in 
chapter 1,  and its main  elements  are  mentioned  in art.  19 paragraph 1 
of Yaounde  Convention II. 
Subsidies  made  up  '~ %of all Community aids granted in 1971 
for  developing  production.  Methods  of  financing  are  most  diverse  in 
this sector:  41  % are refundable  aide,  and  of  these  7  % are  EDF 
loans  on  special  conditions  and  34  % ordinary EIB  loans;  the 
remaining  1  % is covered  by interest  payments  on  these latter loans. 
For  financing  economic  infrastructure projects the  methods 
of  financing  were  also varied,  though  much  less so  than  those  for 
production:  97  %of new  aids in this sector  were  subsidies;  the 
rest was  made  up  of !oans  on  special  conditions and  a  repayment 
of interest on  a  previous  loan  from  EIB  resources. 
The  other sectors received  only non-refundable  aids  {see 
Table  1,  p.  4b). 
Community  financial  aids  take  various practical  forms  of 
intervention:  investments,  technical  cooperation linked with these 
investments,  general  technical  cooperation,  emergency aide 
(cf. art.20 of  the  Convention  and  arts.  1, 'fable  1  46  VIII/419(72)E - F.ED/C-3 
Breakdown  of auas  co ..  itted in 1971  bz financins aethod and sector of actiYitz 
(in thousands of u.a.) 
DeTeloping  Marketing  Econoaic  Social  Eaergenc7  Kiacel- 'l'otal 
production  proaotion  infraatruct.  deYe1opaent  aida  laneous 
Non-refundable  EDF  aida 
a.  subsideriea  38,552.3  3,2?0.0  126,2?1.4  32,767.3  13,654.3  6,943.1  221,458.4 
b.  interest repa,.aent  749.7  1,526.2  2,275.9 
Refundable  EDF  aids 
loans  on  special conditions  4,248.0  - 2,808.0  - - - 7,056.0 
EIB  ordinarz loans  (a)  22,540.0  - - - - - 22,540.0 
66,090.0  3,270,0  130,605.6  32,767.3  13,654.3  6,943.1  253,330.3 
I 
Breakdown  of suas  coaaitted in 1271  bz  financins aethod and  tzEe  of interYention  ' 
(in thousands  of u.a.) 
J.ida  to  lnYest- Ellergenc7  General  Manageaent  Total 
production  aents  &:  aids  technical  costs 
(re-inder  linked  coopera-
froa 2nd.  tech.  co- tion  aaount  ~ 
EDF)  operation 
Non-refundable  EDF  aids 
a. subsideries  4,857·9  186,129.1  13,654.3  11,078.3  5,738.8  221,458.4  87.4 
b. interest repa,.aents  2,275·9  2,275.9  0.9 
Refundable  EDF  aids 
loans on  special  conditions  - 7,056.0  - - - 7,056.0  2.8 
EIB  ordinarz loans  (a)  - 22,540.0  - - - 22,540.0  8.9 
4,857·9  218,001.0  13,654.3  11,078.3  5,738.8  253,330.3  100.0 
- - ---- ---·-- ---~  - -------
(a)  Loan  contracts signed in 1971 - 47  - VIII/41~(72)E - FED/C-3 
2  and  3  of Protocol  b).  Technical  cooperation and  emergency aid 
are  always  financed  by  gifts,  as prescribed by art. 51  para.  2 
of Protocol  b;  the  same  applies  to remainders  of production 
aids  under  Yaound'  Convention  I.  Investments,  on  the  other  hand, 
may  be  financed  by  various  methods  provided  for  under  the 
Convention,  according  to  the  discounted profitability of each 
project  and  the  debt-bearing capacity of  the  country concerned. 
We  review below  each of  the  financing  methods  to  show  how  it 
was  applied  to projects approved  during  the  past year. 
2.2.1  Non-refundable  aids  from  EDF  resources 
The  greatest number  of Community  aid interventions are 
in this  form:  nearly  224  million u.a.  in  1~71,  of  which  6.~ 
million u.a.  came  from  remainders  from  the  second  Fund.  They 
comprise,  on  the  one  hand,  subsidies  which  directly finance 
proJects  and  programmes,  and  on  the  other,  interest repayments 
on  ordinary loans  from  the  EIB. 
a)  Subsidies 
Of  the  aida  financed  by subsidies in  1~71, ·~7  %were  taken  by 
the  economic  infrastructure sector,  1~.~ %  by  the  development 
of production and  market  promotion,  !4.~ % by  social  development 
and  the rest by  emergency  and  miscellaneous aids. 
1.  Investments  combined  with  technical  cooperation. 
Subsidies used  for  this  type  of  intervention rose  to  1~4 million 
u.a.,  2.6 million u.a.  of  which  were  remainders  of credits under 
the  2nd  EDF. 
"Investments"  here  is meant  in the  broad sense  covered  by art.  1 
of Protocol  b,  and  therefore  they include  the  developments  in 
rural  economy  which  may  cover  such diverse  action• ae  providing 
key staff,  plant,  supplies,  and  applied research.  '.l'hus  some  of - 4~ - Vlll/41~(?2)1 •  liD/C-3 
these project• include  a  proportion of technical aid. Thi• coabined 
technical cooperation included in the  proJects undertaken in 1971 
amounted  to 14.4 million u.a.,  or  ~.3 ~of the  coat of the  in~e•t­
ment••  This  figure is for  the  technical  preparation of proJects 
up  to a  figure  of 2.1 million u.a.  The  combined  technical oeoperatioa 
involved in the  execution of  the proJects amount•  to 10.3 ai11ion 
u.a.; it involves on  the  one  hand  10.3 million u.a.  for  the 
temporary  •upply of technicians and  the  con•uaer  good•  aeoe••ary 
for  their activities,  and  on  the  other hand  4.4 million u.a.  for 
the  supervision of the  work  on behalf of  the local authorities 
responsible  for  carrying out  the  work.  Finally,  technical coopera-
tive actions  which  were  both preparatory and  concomitant  were 
also  financed  ae  parte of certain projects,  to  a  total of 2  million 
Uoao 
lf we  add  to  these  figures  the  specific  acti~itiee in 
combined  technical  cooperation,  decided  on  separately for  pre-
paring investment  projects,  the  part played by  combined  technical 
cooperation iD 19?1  involved 11.4  ~ of net  investments. 
It should be  pointed out  that even if these acta of coabined 
technical  cooperation concern investments  financed  by refundable 
aide,  they are  a~waye covered  by  aubeidiee. 
2.  Aide  to  production 
These  aide  included  3.~ million u.a.  remaining  from  the 
resources of the  2nd  EDF.  They  were  used  by  applying dispositions 
contained in Yaounde  Convention  11  which  stipulated in particular 
that  "any remainder  (from aide  to  production)  would  be  applied 
for  use  in other  forme  of aid11 •  They  were  ueed  for  short-term 
financing  for  improving productivity,  envisaged in chapter 1  of 
Protocol  5 of Yaoundi  Convention II. Four  proJects were  appro~ed 
in this way  for  the benefit of Senegal  l2  million u.a.),  Mada1a•car 
ll million u.a.),  Niger  l0.4 million u.a.)  and  the  CAR  (0.1 
million u.a.). 
The  financing•  agreed  on  included in different States the 
production and distribution of selected seed,  subsidies  to 
producers  for  such production needs  as fertilizers,  insecticides, 
agricultural equipment,  and  eo  on. - ~~ - VIII/~19(?2)1 - FED/C-3 
3.  Emergency  aid• 
The  obJect of  the•e aid• is "to meet  particular· aad exceptional 
difficultie• which  create  an  ••ergency situation haTing sra•• effeot• 
on  the  economic  potential of the  Associated State• aad  due  either 
to  a  fall in world price• or to disa•ters such as  fallin•••  flood•, 
etc."  lart.  20  of the Connntion). 
The•e aid• are  tinaaced  "by  a  reserve  fund  con•ti  tuted by 
drawing•  fro• the  non-refundable  aide" amounting  to  b5  11illion u.a., 
but  which  caa be  rai•ed to 00  million u.a.  by  the  A••ociation 
Council  in ca•• of need.  The  lh.Ximum  was  fixed at 20  11i.L.Lion  'for  the 
fir•t year  of application of  the  ConYention. 
Applications  submitted in  1~71 were  based  only on  natural 
disa•ters,  not  to  meet  any falls in prices  lcf.  chapter  I,  aection  ~. 
P•  3~).  The  co1111itmente  undertaken  by  the  Communit1  to ••et tht8e 
a11ount  to  nearly  .1~ million u.a.,  or .L7o5%  of the  maxi•um  total 
grant  for  the duration of  the  Convention. 
The  reserve  fund  will  be  made  up  to  cover  the  14 million 
already used. 
~.  General  technical  cooperation 
Genera!  technical  cooperation activitiee'financed in  1~71 
amounted  to  1~.~ million u.a.  '!'hey  concerned  the  prograue of 
scholarships and  training courses  l?.~ million)ll),  epecif1c  projects 
for  training and  further  training  l2.7 mi.L.Lion  u.a.),  market  pro-
motion activities  (3.3 million u.a.>l2)  and  general studies 
(0.5  mi.L.Lion  K.a.)~ 
5.  Administrative  coste 
These  coste,  which  cover  deputy  and  technical supervision in 
Africa,  amounted  to  4.~ mi.L.Lion  u.a.,  or  3% of  a.L.L  payments  11ade 
in .197!.  They  do  not  include other administrative costs of the  EDF, 
which  are  included in Brussels.  These  are  not  regarded as part of 
the  non-refundable aids,  but  are  assumed  by  the  Co1111ission  budget. 
(1)  Although  this programme  concerns  both  the  AASM  and  the  PTOM, 
it is not analysed  ae  between  these  two  groupe  of countries, 
and  that ie why  it ie put  down  entirely to  the  sum  provided 
for  in art  •  .Loa,  first sub-section,  of  the  Convention. 
(2)  These activities can  be  sp.Lit  up  into 2.b  mi.L.Lion  u.a.  for 
participation by  the  AASM  in international fairs  and  0.7  million 
u.a.  for  training technical  experts in foreign  trade  and Table  2 
I 
I 
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b)  Paypents of intereet 
Five  demands  for  payments  of interest,  drawn  up  by  the  European 
Investment  Bank  for  loans which it grants  from  its own  reeources, 
required a  decision by the Commission  in 19?1.  The  a•ounts of theee 
payments,  fixed at the  date  of  the  signing of  the  loan contract by' the 
Bank,  or exceptionally at a  date  fixed  by  agreement  between  the  co ..  ieeion 
services and  the  Bank,  are all chargeable  to  the non-refundable aide 
under  the  3rd EDF,  and  total  1.~6 million u.a.  Four  of theee  pa~ente 
were  made  at a  rate contractually fixed  by  provisions of Yaound6 
Convention II,  and  the fifth,  which  concerned  an  infrastructure project, 
in accordance  with  the rate established case  by case.  One  of these 
payments at a  contractual rate concerns  the  first loan the  Bank  has 
granted  through a  development  finance  organization. 
In addition,  on  l  March  1~71 the Commission  paid to  the  EIB,  out 
of  the  reeourcee  of the  3rd EDF,  the  amount  fixed  l4141000  u.a.)  of 
interest payment  at 3  % decided on  1~ April  l~b~ with regard to  the 
Bank's  ordinary loan agreed  on  3  November  l~b~ with  the  Gabon  Republic 
for  financing  the  Basse-Obiga-river  Wagny  road. 
The  2.27 million u.a.  granted so  far  as  interest payments  represent 
L.l  % of all non-refundable aids approved  in 1971.  The  payments  concern 
the  following  proJects: 
Loan  conditions  Payment  financed 
for borrower  from  EDF 
amount  rate of  amount  contr.  rate  fixed 
lOOO  u.a.) int.  pa1d  lOOO  u.a.)  rate  caee  by  case 
I. 
Cameroon:  extension of a  spinning  2,330.0  4.5  24o.7  3 
and  weaving  factory at Garoua  la) 
U"D"Der  Volta:  creation of a  flour- 450.0  5.5  ?9.3  3 
mill at Banfera  ~-) 
SeneRal:  building the  H6tel  de  1,4oo.o  5o5  2~b.b  3 
!'Union at  Dakar 
~--------------- ~---- ---- -------- ------
~aire: loan  to  SOFIDE  (Soci6te  l,boo.o  6.5  143.1  2 
!inanciere  de  Developpement 
~---------------- ~---- ----· -------- -------
Gabon:  Forestry service road  2,330.0  4.5  414.2  3 
Basse  Obiga-Wagny 
Ivory Coast:  development  of  4,o~o.o  4  1,112.- 4.5 
~ccess to  port  of  Abidjan 
(a)  payment  on a  loan  concluded  by  the  Bank  in  1~70 - 51  - VIII/419l72)E - FED/C-3 
2.2.2 Refundable  aids  from  EDF  resources 
Art.  10  para.  1  of the  Convention provides  for  the possibility 
of  financing  from  the  ~DF,  as part of  the  refundable aids,  either loans 
on special  conditions  or  contributions to  risk capital.  Only  t~e first 
of these  forms  of financing  was  committed  in 1971,  and  to  only a 
limited extent. 
The  loans  on  special conditions  granted  in 1971  offered favourable 
conditione in their duration,  the  grace  periods and rates of interest: 
Table  3 
amount  in  rate  duration deferred 
000  u.a. 
Loans  on  s~ecial conditions  for 
non-industrial  ~rojects 
Congo:  ~xtension of  the  port of  2,052  1  %  17  2 
Brazzaville  (superstructures) 
and  purchase  of  tug in port  of 
Pointe  Noire 
Gabon:  Construction of radio relay  756  3 %  15  3 
system Houila-Moanda-Franceville 
Loans  on  s~ecial conditions  for 
industrial 'Dro:lects 
Dahomey:  Building a  palm-oil  3,27b  1  %  4o  10 
plant at  Agonvy 
~ene~al: Building a  ginning plant  'J72  3  %  20  5 
at  Velingara  ---
7,05b 
As  is shown  by  Table  2  at  the  beginning of this section and  by 
Table  3  above,  bO  % of  these  loans  concern  the  developaent  of production, 
in the  field of processing industries  for  local agricultural producta; 
and  4o  % the  economic  infrastructure.  Special  loans  granted in 1971 
for  developing production represent  6.4 % of  the  aids  given in this 
sector,  and  those  for  developing  the  economic  infraatructure 2.1  %. - 52  - Vll1/419(?2)E - lED/C-3 
During the  first year  of iapleaentation of  Yaound'  ConYention  11, 
no  application wae  aade  for  the  new  method  of  finaacing proYided  for 
in it, naaely a  contribution to  the  formation of risk capital. 
Nor  was  any request  made  for  ad•ances  from  the Stabilisation luad 
during the  year  under  review. 
a)  Loan•  on •pecial conditions  for  non-industrial proJect• 
Two  loans  on  special conditions,  decided  on  by the  Co ..  i•eioa ia 
19?1,  will finance  proJects for  improving  transport and  coaaunicatioaa. 
Together  they  inYolve  2.~ million u.a.  ln both cases the exploitation 
of  the  inveetmenta will produce  direct money  receipta;  one  18 port 
inatallatioaa for  Congo  and  the  other  telecommunication• iaetallatioae 
for  Gabon. 
For  the  extension of the  port of Brazzaville  the  Comaiesion granted 
two  different  fiaancings  in 19?1:  a  special loan of  1,0~0,000 u.a.  for 
new  superstructures  (cf.  Chapter 1,  1.2.2)  and  a  non-refundable  subaidy 
of 2,05b,OOO  u.a.  for  infrastructure elements.  lt is in fact only the 
first part of this operation which  will bring in receipts  which  can 
be  claerly isolated and  measured. 
fhe  durations of  these  two  loans  on  special  teras are almo•t  the 
same:  17  and  15 years respectively,  with  fairly short grace period• of 
2  and  3  years.  These  periods  were  fixed  in view  of the  noraal  eco•oaic 
life of the  inYestments  to  be  financed,  and of  the  period nece•eary 
for  them  to  show  their full effects in terms  of financial profitability. 
The  borrower  in each of  the  two  special loans decided on  in 19?1 
for  non-industrial proJects is the  public  body  which will directly 
operate  the investments,  namely the  Asence  Transcoa10laiee dee 
Communications  and  the  Office  gabonaia  des  Postea et T,l,coa.unicatioaa. 
Each  loan enjoys  the  joint security of  the  State  concerned. 
b)  Loans  on  special conditions  for  industrial projects 
Among  the  industrial projects which  seemed  suitable  for  financing 
by loans on  special conditions  and  were  examined  by  the  Bank  and  the 
Commission  jointly,  in conformity with art.  10  of the internal 
Agreement  on  financing  and  administering Community  aida,  two  were - 53  - VIII/419(?2)E - FED/C-3 
decided  on  during 19?1  for  financing  by  the  Community,  to  t~e 
total equivalent  of  4.25  million u.a.  The  adainistration of 
these  loans will  be  carried out  by  the  Bank. 
Descriptions of  these  projects and  an  evaluation of their 
economic  value  for  the  countries  concerned appear in Chapter 1, 
1.1.2 of this report. 
The  loan  to  Dahomey  concerns  the agricultural and  food 
industries sector and  the  loan  to  Senegal  the  textiles sector. 
The  loans  were  concluded with  the  Hepublic  of Senegal  and 
the  Republic  of Dahomey;  but  in the  latter case  the  amount  of the 
loan is to  be  passed  on  to  SONADER. 
To  meet  the  very low  loan-bearing capacity of this State, 
the  loan  to  the Hepublic  of Dahomey  was  granted  for  a  term of 
4o  years,  with  a  grace  period of 10  years  and  interest at 1  ~ 
per  annum.  The  State will  pass  the  amount  of it on  to  SONADER  on 
different conditions,  fixed  in relation to  the  expected pro-
fitability of the  enterprise:  a  25-year  term,  grace  period  6  years 
and  interest at  3  ~.  The  balances available  from  the  differences 
between  these sets of conditions will  be  compulsorily devoted  to 
constituting a  reserve  fund,  which  is also to  be  used  for 
extending  the oil-plant at  Agonvy;  the utilization of this  fund 
will  be  subject  to  the  prior agreement  of  the  Commission  and  the 
Bank. 
The  loan  to  the  Hepublic  of  ~enegal was  granted  for  a  term 
of  20  years,  with  a  5-year  grace  period  and  interest at  3  %. 
2.2.3 Ordinary loans  from  ~uropean Investment  Bank  resources 
In view  of  the  fact  that  the  means  of  financing provided for 
the  current period of  the  Association comprise  ~1.5 % subsidies, 
~.? % loans  on  special conditions  from  EDF  resources  and  9.~  ~ 
ordinary loans  from  the  Bank  out  of its own  resources, it will be 
clear that  the  latter will  be  applied  for  preference  to projects 
with sufficient financial profitability to assure  the  servicing 
of the  interest and  redemption of the  loan  without  difficulty. 
This  means,  in fact,  most  frequently industrial projects in the 
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infrastructure projects with  good  profitability,and placed in countries 
whose  economic  and  financial  situation enables  euch  a  method  of  fiaaacing 
to  be  envisaged. 
It would,  moreover,  be  unreasonable  to  finance  a  project  by  a  loan 
to  any state if the  servicing of  the  loan,  added  to  the  other co••itments 
of  that state,  appeared  incompatible  with its loan-bearing capacity  from 
three aspects:  long-term equilibrium in the  balance  of  payments,  the 
position in public  finances,  and  the  outlook  for  growth  and  saTinga. 
The  aim  assigned  to  interventions  by  the  Bank  in the  Associated 
States is of general interest,  for  the  same  reason as  that of  the  Tarioue 
methode  of  financial  and  technical  cooperation provided  for  by  the  Con-
vention.  Thus  the  Bank  is not  content  merely  to  check  the  financial  pro-
fitability of  the  schemes  submitted  to it, but  also  looks  into their 
economic  advantages.  Wherever  it is possible,  the  projects  for  which 
financing is sought  must  be  integral  parts of  a  development  plan  and  be 
of prime  importance. 
The  consideration of  the  acceptability of  the  projects,  and  the 
granting of loans  to  the  countries  and  territories  and  to enterprises 
belonging  to  them  are  subject  to  the  methods,  conditions  and  procedures 
laid down  in the  Bank's statutes.  The  Bank  applies  to  loans  which it 
grants  from  its own  resources  the  same  conditions  as  in theStatea Members 
of  the  Community. 
In 1971  the  Bank  gave  assistance  in  financing  4  projects in Cameroon, 
Senegal  and  Zaire,  to  the  value  of  22.54  million u.a.  altogether,  or  a 
quarter of  the  maximum  fixed  for  possible  Bank  interventioas in the  AASM 
under  Yaounde  Convention Il. 
~able 4 
amount  in  duration  rate of  allowance 
000  u.a.  int.  paid of int. 
Cameroon:  Energie  Electrique  du  3.50  12  ~.50 %  -
Cameroun:  Hydro-electric  proJect 
Sene2al:  building an international- 1.44  15  5.50 %  3  % 
class hotel at  Dakar 
Zaire:  extension of  mining  16.00  b  b.50 %  -
installations of  the  GECAMlNES 
Zaire:  SOFIME  for  the  expansion  l.bO  9  6.50 %  2  % 
of  a  synthetic  textiles plant  -----
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A de•criptioa of  these projects,  with an evaluatioa of their 
economic  value  to  the  recipient country,  will  be  fouad  ia Chapter 1, 
1.1.2 of this report. 
MaiD  characteristics 
A•  Table  4 •how•,  the  loan•  granted by the  Bank  ia 1971  uader 
Yaoundi  CoaTeatioa II all concern different sector•:  power  ia Caaerooa, 
touri•m in Seaegal  and  mines  and  the  textile indu•try in Zaire. 
The  recipients of loan•  agreed  by  the  Bank  in 1971  are all  enter-
pri•es operatiag with indu•trial and  commercial  method•  of  ~anageaeat. 
Three  of the  loans  were  granted direct  to  the  ultimate beneficiary 
and  - for  the first  time  - one  through  a  national body  for  fiaaacing 
and  development. 
Two  of  the  Bank's  loans  in the  AASM  in 1971  were  at the rate of 
interest normally applied by  the  Bank  to  all~ts loans oa the  sigaature 
of  the  contracts,  namely at present  ~.5 % per  annum.  These  were  the 
loans  to  the  GECAMINES  in Zaire  and  to  ENELCAM  in Cameroon.  By  virtue 
of  the  intere•t rebates  granted  from  EDF  resources  and  contractually 
fixed  at  2  % and  3  % respectively  for  the  whole  term,  the  loans  to 
SOFIDE  in Zaire  and  the  Societe Proprietaire de  l'Hotel  de  l'Union 
in Senegal  get effective rates of interest of  6~5 % aad  5.5 % per 
annum  respectively. 
The  durations of  the  loans  were  fixed  in relation to  the  economic 
and  financial  character of  each project. 
Each  of  the  four  loan agreements  signed  in 1971  enjoys  the  joint 
security of  the  State  on  whose  territory the  project is to  be  carried 
out,  while  the  loan  for  the  Hotel  de  l'Union has  the additional  joint 
security of a  Senegal  bank. 
The  4 projects  financed  by  the  Bank  in 19?1  are all being 
carried out.  Duriag 1971  the  Bank  sent  a  number  of  inspection aiaaioas 
for  the  projects  financed  under  Yaounde  Convention I. 
Of  the  22.54 million u.a.  committed  by  the  Bank  for  the  4  loans 
agreed  to  ia 19?1,  disbursements  had  reached  2.45~ million u.a.  by 
the  end  of  the  year,  or nearly ll %;  and  none  of these  loans has  yet 
been  fully taken up. - 5b  - Vlll/41Y(72)E - FED/C-3 
2.3  COORDiNATION  OF  COMMUNITY  AND  OTHER  AID 
Coordiaation between Coamunity and other,  bilateral aad 
aulti!ateral aide  continued  and  even  grew  in !971,  partl7 b7 
regular exchanges  of inforaation about  financiase  eaviaased 
or  decided  and partly b7  meetings  for  coordination.  This 
resulted,  as in the paat,  in a  continued dovetailing between 
Community  aid interventions and  those  financed  bJ other 
sources of aid.  We  diacuee  below  some  of  the  practical reau!ts 
achieved,  but first !et us  mention  the  methode  applied in this 
field. 
2.3.1  Methode  of coordination with other  sources of aid 
a)  J!.i!h_b!,!,!.t.!,r.!l_a!.d.!. 
Exchaagea  of information between  the  services of  the 
Commiasioa  and  o~ the  Bank  and  the bilateral aid organizations -
especially the States  Members  of the  Community  - coatiaued 
regularl7 during lY71. 
Meetiags  for  information and  coordination were  held 
notably with French,  German,  Belgian,  Italian,  Netherlands, 
American  and  Canadian aid organizations. 
Alongside  these  general  meetings,  technical  meetings  were 
arranged with  the  various  sources  of aid,  to  clarify particular 
prob!eae related to actions in progress or  conteaplated in the 
AASM. 
b)  J!.i.ih_m~l!il,a,le!:,.al, .!.1! 
There  was  intense  coordination in  1~71  between  the services 
of the  EDF  and  the  EIB  on  the  one  hand  and  those  of  IBRD  on 
the  other.  In addition to  two  meetings  for  coordination,  numerous 
contacts were  made  at  the  services level because  of  the  exteaaioa 
and  diversification of activities by  the  World  Bank  among  the 
Associated African States  and  Malagasy,  and  apart  from  the 
exchanges  of information which  continued in 1971,  a  coordination 
meeting was  held with  UNICEF. - 57  - VIII/41~(72)~ - FED/C-3 
c)  l[.i!h!n_a,g,v1•.2.rJ: gg_uR_s 
The  ~DF and  the  ~IB took  part in meetings  of  two  adviaor7 
groups  held in  1~71 under  the  auspices of  the  IBHD.  The  adviaorJ 
group  for  the  Zaire Republic  discussed  what  public  savings  and 
foreign help were  available  for  financing  the  investment  progra ..  e 
in the  countr71  particularly in the  transport  and agriculture 
sectors,  which  are  the  moat  urgent. 
Discussions in the  advisory group  on  international agronoaic 
research concerned  the  prospects in that research and  worked  out 
what  contributions were  needed  to  assure its financing.  The 
Commission  took  part in this  group  for  the  first  time,  as  an 
observer. 
2.3.2  Coordination of actions  taken 
A close  coordination has  been deliberately achieved  between 
interventions  financed  by  Community  aid  and  those  financed  by  the 
other main  sources  of aid to  the  AASM  - so  much  so,  that  in some 
cases  there is joint financing  for  certain large projects.  For  the 
prcjects listed below,  on  which  the  Commission  reached  financing 
decisions in  1~71,  operational  coordination has  been  established 
wita other aide.  These  projects were: 
a)  the  trans-Cameroon railway.  The  amount  of  financing  for  this 
projects  was  so  large  that bilateral aids  had  to  be  called in 
from  America,  France  and  the  Cameroon  State,  in addition to help 
from  the let,  2nd  and  3rd  EDF; 
b)  the  Kenge-Kikwit  road  in Zaire.  The  investments  financed  from 
the  EDF  now  finish at  Kikwit,  and  a  continuation of this  trunk 
road  to  Luluabourg  and  Mbujimayi  is the  subject of  economic  and 
technical  studies  financed  from  bilateral  American  aid; 
c)  the  construction of  a  palm-oil  plant at  Agonvy.  This project, 
financed  by  a  loan  on  special  conditione,  forms  part of a  programme 
which  also includes  three areas  of selected palm-groves  of about 
17 1000  ha,  established in the  Hinvi  region  with  financing  from 
bilateral French aid and  from  the  IBRD,  and  in  the  Houin-Agame 
and  Agonvy  regions  with  EDF  financing. - .,~ - VIII/41~(72)E - FED/C-3 
d)  the  Ouagadougou-Lome  road.  The  Community  has  been  joined,  in 
the  work  of carrying out  this project  for  an  inter-State highway 
(cf.  1.2.1 above)  by bilateral French  and  German  aide.  So  far, 
the  Lome  - Lama  Kara  section has  been  financed  by  French  and 
Community  aide;  the  Loma  Kara  - Kande  section has  been studied 
with  financing  from  the  FAC;  for  the  next  sections,  between  Kande 
and  Koupela,  studies are  proceeding with  financing  from  German 
bilateral aid and  the  EDF;  and  the  modernization of  the  Koupela  -
Ouagadougou section is being carried out  with  subsidies  from 
the  2nd  and  3rd  EDF; 
e)  an extension of  the  Bobo-Dioulasso  water-supply.  The  ~DF is 
paying  for  piping the  water  to  the  area,  while  bilateral German 
aid is providing a  loan  for  developing  the  first  part of  the 
distribution network  and  the  building of  a  hydroelectric  power-
station; 
f)  rural  development  in  the  ORD  (Organisme  regional  de  developpement) 
in Yatenga  (Upper  Volta).  Under  the  regional  development  policy 
in  Upper  Volta,  the  EDF  has  for  some  years  been  giving special 
support  to  the  ORDs  in Yatenga  and  Banfora.  The  FAC  intervened 
in  1~71 in support  of  the  development  programmes  of  three  other 
ORDs,  while  lBRD  is contemplating doing  the  same  for  further 
regions.  ~hue there is here  a  geographic  allocation of  aids  in 
a  case  where it is specially appl:cable; 
g)  development  of  the  cotton production  in  Mali.  Financing  for  this 
programme,  which  has  been  going  on  for  10  yet:>.rs,  is elso split 
up  geographically between  the  ~-M:  s.u~  the  i:.DF,  in  '~!1~  Sikasso, 
Segou  and  Bamako  regions; 
h)  continuation of  the  women's  domestic  educaticn ~ctivities in Niger. 
UNICEF  is contributing to  the  funds  for  the  programme  which  includes 
this EDF  project; 
i)  village water-supplies  p;:ogre.mme  i"1  Togo.  -h:l.s  proJeCt  is based 
on  the  preliminary studies  financed  ~y  Frenc~  ~ileter&l  aid  and 
UNDP;  and 
j)  emergency  aid  to  Upper  Volt2  to  comtB~  ~n!  sEvLr"  ~rought.  Other 
participants in this action  ~ere  bil~tera:  hmericen  ~~j  and  the 
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2.4  EXIC~tiON OF  AIDS  FINANCED  FROM  EDF  RESOURCES 
The  execution of projects can  be  coneidered at the •arioue 
stages:  the  inYitation to tender,  the placing of contracts and 
finally the  payments.  To  ehow  the rate of execution,  we  coneider 
below  the data and  figures  which interpret these  three atagee, •• 
well •• the  varioue kinde  of problem  met  with in the  execution of 
certain projecte and  the aeaeuree  taken  to impro•e  and  accelerate 
the paeease  fro• one  stage to another. 
2.4.1 Conclueion of deals and  contracts 
Invitations  to  teader 
During  1~?1, sixty invitations to  tender were  i•eued inter-
nationally,  involving about  105  million u.a.  While  the  number  of 
these invitations to  tender  was  almost  the •••e •• in 19?0 but le•• 
than  that  for  1969  (when  there  were  ~~),  the  aaount  involved was 
much  higher  than  in the  two  previous  years,  for  which  the fisure• 
were  42  and  b5  million respectively. 
~his increase in the  number  of invitations to  tender is 
explained by the  implementation  of  very large projects,  eo•• of 
which  were  approved  in  1~71 but  had already been  prepared between 
Yaoundi  Conventions  I  and  II. 
Of  the  60  invitations to tender,  35  concerned  the  execution of 
work  at a  total cost  of 97.0  million u.a.,  and  the other 35  cencerned 
supplies estimated at 7  million u.a.  ~he succe••e• achieved  during 
the  preceding year in standardizing texts for  •upplies were  largely 
confirmed in  1~71: of 25  invitations to  tender in this category, 
24  conformed  to  the  standard texts drawn  up  by  the  Co ..  i••ion. 
For  the  execution of several projects the  co ..  iseion,  on  the 
reco ..  endation of  the  EDF  co ..  ittee,  applied  new  pro•i•iona in 
accordance  with art.  49,  section 2,  para.  e)  of the Financial 
Regulations  of  the  third gDF,  in order to  speed  up  the  execution 
of  the work  and  to  promote  participation by  enterpri•e• belonging 
to  the beneficiary coutry or  to another  Associated State in the 
eaae region.  ~hie accelerated procedure  was  put  into action for 
the  invitations to  tender relating to  the  building of: - 60  - VIII/41~(72)E - FED/C-3 
a)  various  premises,  particularly sheds,  offices and  fiah-prooeasiag 
installations for  the  development  of river fisheries  in Mali; 
b)  two  agricultural training centres in the  same  country;  and 
c)  a  barrage  for  rice-growing at Sologo,  in Ivory Coast. 
The  new  standard set of specifications 
There  was  also an  important  new  improvement  in  1~71 in the 
procedure  for invitations to  tender:  a  standard set of apecifioations 
applicable  to all contracts financed  by  the  EDF.  This is the  outco•e 
of efforts made  by  the  Commission  for  some  years  to  facilitate  a  wide 
response,  by enterprises in all the  countries concerned,  to  invitations 
to  tender. 
The  standard specifications were  adopted  by  the  Association 
Council at its twelfth session,  on  30  November  1~71, after long 
negotiations between  the  Community  and all the  Associated States.  It 
is to  come  into effect on  31  March  1972,  after being  embodied  in the 
meantime  in the legislation of  every Associated State.  It will apply 
not  only  to  contracts  financed  from  the  third EDF,  but also  to  those 
still to  be  concluded under  the  second  or  even  the  first EDF. 
The  new  standard specifications bring  improvement  and  unification, 
without  any  upheavals,  to  the  regulations in force  in  the  Associated 
States on  public  contracts;  they contain provisions  on  conditions  and 
procedures  for  concluding contracts,  and also  general rules  for 
carrying out  the  contracts  concluded,  This  will result in fairer 
conditions  for  competition  between  enterprises.  It will also promote 
the  submission of  tenders at better-calculated prices by  tenderer& 
not  well  aware  of the  diversity of local regulations and  therefore 
tempted  to  overestimate  their risks. 
Deals,  specifications and  contracts concluded 
The  total of deals,  specifications and  concluded  contracts in 
1~71 for  the  execution of three  Funds  reached  110  million u.a.,  showing 
a  slight fall  compared  with  the  previous  years  t145  million in  1~65 aad 
151  million in  1~70)tl). This  shows  that  the  rate  of execution of  the 
tl)  Figures  given in this  chapter  cover  EDF-financed  proJects  not 
only  for  the  AASM,  but  also  for  the  PTOM/DOM. - 61  - VIII/419(72}E  - FED/C-3 
second EDF  ie paeeing into ite declining phase,  whereae  the  execution 
of the  third EDF  ie only beginning. 
At  the  end of the  year under reTiew,  the  grand total of traae-
actione,  contracts and specifications approTed  repreeented  ~5 % of 
all the credit• aTailable in the first Fund,  H2.6  ~  of the  eecond, 
and  4o  ~ of  the  third. 
The  speed of final  commitments  under  the  second Fund  appears 
to  be  distinctly greater  than  under  the first.  ln fact  their eeparate 
development•  are  fairly close parallels,  taking into accouat  the 
difference of one  year  between  them,  as  the  table below  ehowe: 
F~al coamitmente  (in pe:roentage 
of total amounts  available} 
First EDF  second  EDF 
first year  ( 31.12  .1'::15~}  Oo'::l  t31.12.19b5)  b.b 
second  year  2.3  12.5 
third year  11.5  20.b 
fourth  year  22.4  35.) 
fifth year  40.2  54.2 
sixth year  59o4  ?3.3 
seventh year  71·5  t3:L.12.19?1)  ~2.b 
eighth year  (31.12.J..9b5)  tjJ.l 
The  Commission is aware,  however,  of the  weakness  represented 
by  the still over-long  time  taken  for  the  completion of certain 
projects. It continues  to  make  every effort to obviate such  delays, 
wherever  it has  adequate  means  of doing eo. 
2.4.2  Speeding the  implementation of projects 
The  Couission'e experience of over  ten year•  leada  to the 
conviction that within  the  provisions of the  Aeeociation Cenveation 
only a  cloee  cooperation between  the  Commission  and  the GoTera•eate 
of the  AASM  enables reef• to be  avoided  and  aid  to be  implemented 
effectively. lt doee  not,  however,  alway• prevent difficu!tiee fro• 
arieing in the  carrying out  of  the  work,  particularly in consequence 
of a  badly-directed choice of a  tenderer. - b2  - VIII/4l~l?2)E - liD/C-3 
Cooperation between  the Col!ission's aervicea and  national adainiatration• 
There  must  be  cloae collaboration here if the reaponsibilities of the nati-
onal  administrations in overeeeing the  work  and  those  of  the  Comaia•ion in 
managing  the  Fund  are  to  be  reconciled auccessfully.  This ie particularly the  caae 
in agricultural  development  projects,  which  nece•aarily coYer  8eYeral  year• and 
must  be  capable of adaptation to  meet  change•  in local condition•,  eapecially the 
psycho-sociological reaction• of peasants and  the actual result• of growing 
experiments. 
Putting rural  development  and  large civil engineering ta•k• into practice 
generally requires,  in addition to  the interventions by  the  Coaaission and  the 
beneficiary State,  operations by  some  organization for carr7ing out  the actual 
work  or  by  a  firm of consultant  engineers,  whose  role,  although legally sub-
ordinate  to  the State services,  is often supremely  important  for  the  effective 
conduct  of  the project.  Fruitful collaboration between  these  three  partners is 
not  always  easy because in addition to differences of ideas  there aay be 
difficulties of communication,  both physical  - that is,  distance  - and linguistic. 
Whenever  obstacles have  been  met  - they have,  it is true,  been  exceptions -
achieving  such  collaboration,  they have  always  resulted in great  delay•,  the 
effects of which  must  not  be  underestimated,  wh~ther they consist  in extra 
expenses  which  they entail in execution,  the  consequent  economic  loa•e•  for  the 
Associated States,  or a  deterioration in  the  ps:rchological at•o•phere between 
the  partners in the  financial  and  technical  collaboration. 
The  role of  the  resident  deputy supervisors 
Under  the  policy of decentralization wh1ch  it has  operated  for  eo•• years, 
the  Commission  has  enacted  a  number  of provisions  for  shortening in practice 
the  time  taken  for  execution:  the  role  and  ructions conferred upoa  the  re•ident 
deputy supervisor in drawing  up  the  dossiers  for  invitations to tender and 
approving  the selection of the  succeseful  tenderer are in fact  calculated to 
speed  up  these stages of  the  procedure. 
The  Commieaion  called a  meeting of all the resident  deputy supervisor• 
in Brussels in April  1~?1. The  conclusions  reached  by  this meeting all ceatred 
round  two  themee:  the ilprove•ent and  simplification of  procedure&!  and  the 
strengthening of the  powers  of the  deputy supervisors.  In particular they 
concerned  the  followiag practical measures: - 63  - VIII/419(?2)E - FBD/C-3 
1. the  deput7 euperviaore should be  empowered  to  propoae  to the 
co ..  iaaion what  the percentage  should be  for  contractual aupple-
mentar7 amounts  for  any  changes in details;  and  to authorise 
theae  change• directly within that percentage; 
2.  the  deputy supervieore should be  entitled to  give  direct 
approval  of an annual  eetiaate in an agricultural project ao 
long as  that eetiaate only reproduces,  without  much  change, 
the  data in the  financing  agreement; 
3.  the pivotal function which  the  deputy eupervieor auet pla7 
in drawing up  and  approving the  dossiers  for  invitations to 
tender; 
4.  contracts  for  technical assistance  should  be  etandardised;  and 
5·  the  deputy eupervieore  should be  empowered  to  give direct 
authorization for  changes  in poeitioning in project• where  there 
are  multiple unite being carried out  under  their control. 
The  choice of successful  tenderer• 
The  Financial Regulations  of the  Fund  lay down  that the 
tender  eelected muet  be  "economically the  moat  advantaseoue, 
having regard especially to  the  qualifications and  guarantees 
submitted by  the  tenderere,  the  nature and  condition• of 
execution,  the prices  for  services,  the  coat  of their uee  and 
their  technical  value"  lart.  49  para 3). It is doubtleee difficult 
to achieve  a  proper balance  between  these  many  and  diverse 
criteria in every case:  the price argument  has  sometimes  won 
the  case  for  the  lower  quotation whereas  the  tender  concerned 
has  not  always  been  shown  to be  the moat  satisfactory in 
execution.  This has  resulted for  some  projects in considerable 
de!aye  in carrying out  the  work,  or in defects which have 
later handicapped  the  use  of  the  inveetment  which  hae  been 
financed. 
The  Commission  will  therefore  continue  to help the 
Associated States within ita means  in eliminating enterprises 
whose  technical  guarantees and apparent  financial  standing seem 
inadequate  for  a  proper  implementation of  the  services 
provided  for. - 64  - VIII/419l72)~ - FED/C-3 
2.4.3 Increa••• in paypents 
At  the close  of  the  financial  year 1971  the  percentage of 
payments  in relation to  commitments  were 
92  % for  the first EDF  coapared with  90  % in 1970 
70.5  % for  the  second  EDF  compared  with  52  % in 1970 
10  % for  the  third EDF. 
However,  the  speed of execution of  the  projects,  that is,  the 
rate of  payment,  cannot  validly rise unless  for  the  three EDFa 
considered together. 
The  level of total  payments  from  1~65 to  1969  was  between 
107  and  115 million u.a.,  but in  1~70 it rose  suddenly to  145  million 
u.a.,  that is,  to  26  %above  the  figure  for  the  preceding year.  ~his 
rise continued and  even  increased in  1~71. It was  the result of 
four  factors at once: 
1.  'rhe  speed-up in the  announcements  of invitations to  tender  from 
1967  onward.  In  view  of the  time  taken  for  submission of tenders, 
for  considering  them  and  for  the  conclusion and  execution of 
contracts,  the  publication of invitations  to  tender  does  not affect 
the  payments  disbursed until  a  certain time  has  pasaed. 
ln practical  terms it was  not until  1~70 and  1~71 that  the 
notable  increase in the  number  of  and  amounts  involved in the 
invitations to  tender,  which  occurred in  1~67 and  1~6~, actually 
affected the  level of payments  made. 
2.  The  transitional period of  l~b9/70 was  used  for  preparing for 
approval  several projects to  be  financed  from  the  third Fund,  with 
the result that their putting into practical effect was  ~uicker 
than  for  preceding Funds. 
3·  In addition,  the  Uonvention includes a  category of new  operations, 
interest rebates,  which  by their nature  must  be  disbursed  quickly 
after  the  financial  decision. 
4.  Finally,  some  of the  new  commitments  decided  on in 1971  are 
intended,  as  indicated in Chapter 1,  to  cover  excess  costs which 
have  arisen in the  implementation of previously approved  projects. 
Such  expenditure  ie obviously effected  more  quickly than  what  is 
involved  in new  projects.  Incidentally,  the  services of the  Coamisaion 
have  given  detailed consideration  to  the  reasons  for  such  excesses 
which  have  arisen in recent  years  in carrying out  EDF  projects, - 65  -.  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
such  excesses. 
2.4.4 Excess  costs.  their causes  and  remedies 
For  the  2,935  contracts under  the  first and  second  EDFs  for  which 
the  accounts  have  been  made  up,  the  net  excess  cost  in relation to the 
nominal  initial figure  was  found  to  be  3b.4 million,  or  an  average  excess 
of 10  %.  This  figure is,  however,  correct only for  the  contracts which 
have  already been  completed,  that is,  those  of  which  the  execution 
generally began  before  the  recent  period.  But  the  greatest  excesses  have 
appeared chiefly in the  last  two  years.  It is therefore probable  that 
the  margin  of excess over  the  forecasts  for  all the  projects financed 
from  the  EDF  will be  noticeably larger  than  the  10 % found  in the 
proJects  for  which  the  contracts  have  been  completed  and  accounts  made  up. 
The  study carried out  by  the  Commission's  services has  shown 
two  main  factors  in the  excesses: 
1.  Price-rises are responsible  for  3~ % of  the  total excess.  ~he economic 
position - of  which  the  estimates  of  costs are  a  reflection at any 
particular  time  - is developing  so  rapidly at present that  delays at the 
different  ~tages of the  process  of conclud1ng and  executing contracts 
often  findexpression in a  modification of  the  economy  of projects. 
It i,,  therefore  important  to  shorten as  far as  possible  the 
time-lags  between  the  conception  and  executions  of proJects,  which 
requires  above all very close collaboration between  the  Commission's 
services  and  the  EDF  deputy supervisors  on  the  one  hand  and. the 
services of  the  Associated State Governments  on  the  other,  as well  as 
between  the  latter and  the  research  departments  or  consulting 
engineers  tcf.  2.4.2 p.  b2). 
ln addition,  the  contractor and  the  Commission  should  follow  a 
strict policy on  over-running contractual  time-limits and  the imposition 
of penalties for it on  the  winning  tenderers. 
2.  Technical risks and  quantity over-runs,  which  reflect the  divergences 
discovered between  the  original  estimates and  actual  conditions in 
which  the  work  is done,  are  responsible  for  b2  % of  the  excess coats. 
'!'heir  causes  are  many  and  varied,  and  their  financial  effects may  be 
small  or large,  even if indirect,  and  are therefore difficult to  put 
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An  analyaia of projects which  have  exceeded eetiaatea has,  howeYer, 
enabled a  fairly clear view  of the  causes  to  be  obtained and  an 
informed idea of possible  remedies  to be  reached.  The  aain cauaes 
of  the  excesaee are  the  following: 
a)  Mistakes in designing or  judgment  in research department••  Chans•• 
in techniques  which  become  necessary while  a  project is being 
carried out,  becauae  of mistakes in design  made  by  the research 
department  which carried out  the  study are  quite  unuaual,  but 
their effects on  the  coat of  a  project are  almost  always 
burdensome:  the  work  is brought  to  a  halt,  the  enterpriae muat 
be  compensated,  perhaps  there is a  denunciation of the  contract 
and  new  conaultation,  new  prices,  extra work,  and  ao  on. 
Incomplete  or  wrong  estimates in studies for  projects 
are  lese uncommon:  coat  and  quantity estimates are  moat 
frequently too  low  or  too  high.  These  oversights  turn into 
increased coats,  sometimes  in the  tenders  submitted,  but  always 
during  the  execution of  the  work. 
The  problem of  the responsibility of  the  research department 
is of course  a  very  tricky one,  but  the  Commission  has  begun a 
study,  in  the light of facts  or  experiences  of States Members 
or other international organizations,  of  the  extent  to  which 
this responsibility can  be  questioned  on  the  legal  plane. 
b)  The  effects of competition.  The  effective application of equal 
conditione  for  competition  for  the  execution of proJects  financed 
by  the  ~DF has  made  it possible  to  interest an  ever-growing 
number  of  enterprises and  to obtain the beet  prices.  However, 
the  fall in prices has  sometimes  been  excessive,  and  a  reaction 
by  the  enterprises  towards  higher prices  can  be  observed. 
Moreover  the  cut-throat prices offered sometimes  by  enter-
prises already on  the  spot  have  resulted in certain enterprises 
seeking to  recoup  themselves  on  the  quality of  the  work;  others 
have  made  many  claims  and reservations  to  gain  compensation  in 
a  general dispute at  the  end  of  the  negotiations,  where  judgments 
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The  Co ..  ission intends,  indeed,  to praotiae a  policy 
of widening  the  competition by  continuing,  through appropriate 
means,  to arouse and increase  the  intereat of enterpriaea 
in projects financed  by  the  EDF.  Theae  means  include in 
particular increasing the  size of the  aubjecte put  up  for 
tenders  and  a  more  extensive  coordination of the  launching 
of work  in time  and  apace. 
On  the other hand it is on  the  watch  to see  that  the 
amounts  quoted  in accepted  tenders shall be realistic and 
compatible with a  technically aatisfactory quality in the 
work  done. 
3.  ln addition to price-rises and  technical aatters,  the 
two  main  causes of  excess coats,  some  of  the latter are 
still due  to  monetary aanipulations.  The  holdera of work-
contracts are entitled to receive  a  certain proportion of 
the  amount  of their quotation in their own  national  currency, 
and this transferable proportion enjoys  a  guaranteed 
exchange rate.  But  several  financial manipulations have 
taken  place in recent years and  have  giYen riae to 
speculations with this guarantee  to  the benefit of the 
entrepreneurs. 
The  Commission  now  endeavours  to limit the  tranaferable 
proportion of the  money  and its exchange  guarantee  to the 
sums  neceeaary  to  cover  reasonable  expenses which  the 
enterprise must  really incur outside  the  country where  the 
project is being carried out.  Art.  37  of  the Standard 
Specifications stipulates in this respect  that the per-
centage transferable in foreign currency with an  exchange 
rate guarantee  must  henceforth be  justified by  the 
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2.~.  USE  MADE.  OF  INVEST~NTS FINANCED  FROM  EDF 
During 1971  the  Commission  continued  to  study the  conditione in 
which  the  investments are used  which  have  been  financed  by  Community 
aid  during  the  period  covered  by  the  first  two  Funds.  In the  preceding 
Report  to  the  Association Council,  attention was  concentrated on  the 
conditions of utilization of  completed  projects in  the  education 
and  training sectors,  in order  to  draw  any  lessons  from  them  which 
might  contribute to  impoving aid activities in this important sector. 
This  year  no  sector has  been  chosen in particular,  and  the analysis, 
in  the light of information sent in by  deputy supervisors  or  collected 
during short on-the-spot missions,  is naturally mainly directed 
towards  the  investments  carried out  in roadworks  infrastructure, 
water-engineering  and  the  field of health. 
2.5.1  Road  infrastructure 
Road  projects which  have  been  considered  from  the  point of  view 
of  their utilization during  1~71 are  chiefly those  concerning the 
construction of surfaced roads  in the  countries  of  the  Sahelian zone 
(Upper  Volta,  Mali,  Niger,  Chad,  and  Somalia)  and  the  reinforcement 
of  a  part of the  Cotonou  - Porto  Novo  road  in  Dahomey. 
The  results of  this enquiry confirm  the  view  that large savings 
have  been achieved  in vehicle running-costs  as  a  result of  the  trans-
formation of an  earth road  of mediocre  quality  to  a  modern  surfaced 
road.  The  savings,  in respect  of  the  projects  considered,  were  some 
20  - 30  % for  light vehicles  and  3~ - 40  % for  goods  vehicles. 
As  has already been  pointed  out  in preceding reports  on  the 
use  made  of aide,  it seems  that  the  savings  on  transport costs are 
only very rarely given effect at  the  level  of public tariffs:  except 
in the  case  of Mali,  where  a  substantial  drop  in public  tariffs 
for  passengers  and  goods  after  the  modernization  of  the  Segou-Bla-
San  road,  the rates remain  unchanged  after  the  investment  has 
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However,  as  this tariff-stability often lasts for  several 
years,  the rates paid  by users of  the  transport services in fact 
fall steadily in step with  the  fall in money  values.  In  such  a 
system it is generally the  people  with  the  largest  incomes 
lowners  of private vehicles),  the  transport enterprises and 
those  who  have  the  advantage  of an  integrated  transport  system 
who  get  the  main  direct advantages  from  the  investment. 
On  moat  of  the  roads  whose  utilization has  been studied, 
the  daily traffic density is near,  and  most  frequently exceeds 
the rate  of 100  vehicles a  day.  On  the  Afgoi-Scia1ambot  road it 
reached  ~00 a  day in  1~71.  But  on  the  road  linking Bobo-Dioulasso 
with  the  Mali  frontier  via  Faramana it was  no  more  than  47  vehicles 
a  day;  however,  it should  be  noted  that  the  number  of  vehicles 
using it was  multiplied  by  2.4 between  l~b2 and  1Y70. 
In general  the  increase in traffic on  roads  financed  with 
Community  aid  seems  to  be  fast  - at  the  rate of nearly 12  ~ on 
the  road  from  Bobo-Dioulasso  to  the  Mali  frontier, .of  between 
12.5 and  17.5  ~ on  the  Segou-B1a-San sections in Mali,  of  1~  ~ 
between  Afgoi  and  Scialambot  in Somalia;  a~d on  certain sections 
of the  trunk road  Niamey-Zinder  much  greater increases  were 
recorded  between  l~b5 and  l~b~: 157% between  Niamey  and  Dosso, 
and  3b3  ~ between Gidan  Roumji  and  Maradi.  But  these  exceptional 
results are  explained  to  some  extent  by  the  fact  that part of 
the  foreign  traffic of Niger,  especially that  concerned  with 
the  Maradi  area,  had  to  be  diverted  towards  Dahomey  and  the  port 
of Cotonou because  of events in Nigeria. 
In  one  case  the  increase  in traffic appears  more  moderate: 
7  ~ per  annum  on  the Fort  Lamy  - Massaguet  road. 
While  the  modernization of  a  road  brings  about  almost 
instantaneously an  increase  in the  movements  of passengers,  because 
of  the  improvements  in comfort  and  sometimes  in costs,  the  move-
ments  of  goods  are not  usually affected unless  corresponding 
investments are  made  in  the  zone  of influence  of  the road.  In 
fact,  on  the  roads  reviewed,  the  rate of increase in the  tonnages 
carried per  year  has  generally been  between  3  and  5  ~'  that is 
below  that of  traffic as  a  whole. - 70  - VII1/4l~t72)E - FED/C-3 
If we  leave aside  the  case  of Niger,  where  tra!tic was  disrupted 
by  the  diversion of the  customary traffic route  through Nigeria,  it 
can  be  seen  that only the  Afgoi-Scialambot  road  in Somalia  enjoyed 
any  marked  increase in heavy  vehicular  traffic  tlorriea and  coaches). 
This  was  due  to  actions undertaken  by  the  Somali  Government  to  develop 
the  region served  by  that road  tthe exploitation of  5,000 ha,  man-
power  transfers and  so  on).  Heavy  traffic  thus  rose  from  1~0 vehicles 
a  day  in  l~b7 to  about  4oo  in 1971. 
Apart  from  this particular example,  the  effects of road invest-
ments  on  production and  marketing  can  only  be  felt  gradually.  lt can, 
however,  be  said  that  the  modernization of  the  Segou-Bla-San  road,  while 
facilitating the  marketing of  the  products of black  pigs  in the  San 
region,  will  also  grea~improve the  conditions  for  sending out  the 
rice-production,  the  development  of  which is provided  for  in the  Mopti 
area  tiBRD-!inanced)  and  Segou  tEDF-financed).  The  aapha!ting of the 
Fort  Lamy  - Massaguet  road  in Chad  has  also brought  about  a  drop  in 
marketing  coats of  wood  and  charcoal,  which  has  led  to  an  expanded  demand 
and  finally  to  a  rise in production. 
As  far  as  movements  of people  is concerned,  the  information 
collected  does  not  allow conclusions  to  be  drawn  on  the  influence 
exercised by  completed  investments  in roads  on  the  size of the  flight 
from  the  land.  It is to  be  hoped,  however,  that  they  may  further  the 
consolidation of certain secondary urban  centres  such  as  San  in Mali. 
Most  of  the  investments  considered in  1~71 being aspha!ted 
roads,  the  problems  of  maintenance  have  at least appeared  to  be 
smaller  than  with  earth roads.  It should,  however,  be  pointed out 
that  these  continuing tasks  have  too  often been  dealt  with  only 
spasmodically,  which has  resulted in deteriorations of the  surface 
and  great  erosion of  the  earth verges,  which  ultimately result in 
reductions  in the  service  rendered  by  the  investment  and  generally 
necessitate an earlier renewal  of the  asphalted surface.  The  earth 
road  from  Kaedi  to  Kiffa in Mauretania  is probably  a  rare  example  in 
which  a  total back of maintenance,  together  with  many  technical 
faults,  have  reduced  the  economic  effects of the  investment  to  practic-
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The  costa of renewal  are  heavy burdens,  sometimes  greater 
than  the  coat of an  investment  in other sectors,  which  cannot 
fail to  create  dilemmas  in deciding where  to  put budget reaourcea 
which are in any  case  limited.  Because  of the increasing burden 
of deferred maintenance  costa in the State  budgeta,  the  work  of 
maintenance  has  begun  to  be  financed  from  foreign aid.  It ahould 
be  recalled here  that at the  meeting  of  the  Association Council 
on  21-22  April  1971,  the  Community  declared itself ready to 
supply aid  for  maJor  or  emergency repairs  to infrastructure 
investments  financed  by  the  EDF  in Associated States which  have 
done  all  ~hat lies within their powers  yet still meet  with 
particular difficulties here. 
It would  be  worth while if these activities in maintenance 
could  be  arranged  in overall programmes  for  the  road infrastructure 
{construction and  maintenance),  to  enable  the  expansion and 
modernization of  the  network  to  be  carried on at  the  same  time 
as its maintenance  in good  working order. 
2.5.2 Rural  and  domestic  water-supplies 
In this field  a  study was  made  of  the utilization of the 
water-supply points created in Niger,  Mauretania and  Ivory Coast 
in 4 projects  financed  by  the  EDF. 
From  this  study a  perfectly favourable  judgment  was  made  on 
the  value  of  these  investments.  Their  implementation has  contributed 
greatly,  in all the  areas  thua  supplied with wells,  to  the 
improvment  in water-supplies  which is one  of  the  most  vital problems 
for  the  well-being of  the  people  and  the  exploitation of natural 
resources,  particularly of  flocks  and  herds. 
The  beneficial effects of  these  projects  consist mainly in 
a)  shorter distances  for  water-carrying; 
b)  the abolition of night  pumping especially in the  Sahelian zone; 
c)  improvement  in the  health of the  population; 
d)  better quantities and  quality of  flocks  and  herds;  and 
e)  finally opportunities  to  put  certain arable  lands,  particularly 
in  the  southern part of  Niger,  to  fuller  use. - 72  - VIII/41~l72)E - FED/C-3 
In  designing  the projects  a  distinction was  made  in the  two 
projects carried out  in Ivory Coast,  between  domestic  and  pastoral 
water-supplies.  It is known  that  pastoral wells are  in  fact  used 
mainly  for  water  for  the  people,  the  drinking  troughs  serving only 
for  washing  the  linen. It seems  therefore  that  in  future  only wells 
intended  chiefly for  human  beings should  be  bored  in  Ivory Coast;  but 
on  that understanding it would  be  wise  to  keep  some  of the  characteristics 
of  the  pastoral wells,  particularly the  manholes  and  raised curbs  which 
reduce  the  risks of pollution of  the  water. 
In Mauretania  and  Niger,  on  the  other  hand,  it seems  that  in 
view  of  the  importance  of stockbreeding in these  Sahelian  or  semi-
Sahelian  countries  the  basic  need is a  good  geographic  distribution of 
the  wells,  allowing  for  rational  use  of  the  pasturage  and  the  establishment 
of a  well-ordered  system of  grazing  exchange.  To  this end,  cooperation 
between  the  various  sources  of  finance  is essential,  because  that  is 
the  only  thing which  will  allow,  through  properly coordinated actions, 
a  fair  improvement  of the  unsatisfactory grazing and  water situation 
in those  countries.  In  Mauritania,  such  a  coordination is still to  be 
set  up,  but  in Niger it seems  to  be  well  under  way,  thanks  to  OFED~S 
(Office  des  eaux  et  des  ressources  du  sous-sol),  which  is drawing  up 
the  programme  for  new  constructions  and  is itself bori.ng  a  number  of 
wells  each  year  with  the  local  people  joining in the  work. 
The  effective use of  the  wells  depends  on  their potential  output 
and  the  maintenance  they  have  been  given. 
Generally speaking  the  output  of  the  wells  exceeds  the  needs  of 
the  people  and  animals  living within  their range.  Their  supply capacities 
are  of course  increased  where  there  are  mechanical  means  of  drawing 
the  water,  provided  the  pumps  can  be  kept  in  good  working order,  which 
is unfortunately not  always  the  case.  In  Ivory  Coast,  for  instance, 
where  43  wells  were  inspected in the  northern region,  2b  pumps  were 
not  working,  which  led  to  lb  wells  being closed  to  prevent  their 
becoming unusable;  in the  remaining 10  wells  the  water is drawn  by 
hand.  ~his example  shows  clearly that  although  the  mechanical  pumping 
equipment has  certain advantages  in supplying  the  people,  it also 
imposes  certain maintenance  duties  whose  observance  alone  will  permit 
the  normal  utilization of  the  investment. - 73  - VIII/41Y(72)E  - FED/C-3 
The  maintenance  of the wells  depends  first  on  the  size of 
the  credits actually devoted  to it. Where  budget allocations tor 
the  regional services responsible  for  this maintenance  are a 
single  item it is generally observed  that the available credits, 
already very limited,  are used  primarily for  maintaining other 
investments in good  running order,  such  as  pipelines for  town 
supplies.  The  maintenance  of  the  wells  suffers  thereby,  as well 
as  that of the surface  equipment,  which  often remains  unused 
for  long periods  for  lack of replacement  parte.  The  solution 
which  involves  laying the  burden  of  maintenance  coste entirely 
on  the  users is impracticable because  of the  low  incomes  of 
the  people  concerned.  However,  it seems  that  an  effective 
organization avoiding these  drawbacks  has  been  achieved in Niger, 
where  the  upkeep of  the  wells is entrusted  to  OFEDES,  which 
makes  a  contract with  each area  for  the  upkeep of the  wells in 
that area  for  an  annual  lump  sum  per well. 
In general it seems  that  there  could  be  much  improvement 
in the  conditions in which  the  wells are  used  in certain countries, 
by  the  inclusion of training programmes  i~ future  water-engineering 
projects financed  by Community  aid,  particularly if these projects 
have  to  include  the  installation of a  mechanical  pumping  system. 
In  the  latter case  the  technical  specifications in the  dossiers 
for  tenders  should  be  st~ffened to  obtain robust  equipment  and 
thus  obviate any  great recurring costs;  and  a  good  supply of 
spare  parts should  be  provided  for. 
In spite of  the  difficulties  we  have  just referred  to it 
must  be  emphasized  that running maintenance  is in general  very 
well  provided for  by  the  users;  the  wells are  for  the  most  part 
well  guarded  and  protected  from all pollution,  and  their 
surroundings regularly cleaned;  the  lubrication of the  pumps 
is carried out  in rather satisfactory conditions. 
These  last observations are  an  unquestionable  proof of 
the  interest  shown  by  the  people  in these  investments  and 
without  doubt  the best  illustration of  their usefulness. - 74  - VIII/41~(72)E - FED/C-3 
2o5o3  Health 
The  study of projects  completed  in thia sector concerned,  in 
1~71,  the  public health actions carried out  with  Community  aid in 
Cameroon,  Burundi  and  Togo,  as  well  as  the hospital at Fort  Dauphin 
in Madagascar. 
In  Cameroon,  the  following public health installations were 
built and  equipped  with  financing  by  the  EDF  and  put  into service 
between  !~b2 and  1971: 
eight hospitals; 
thirteen hospital extensions  tincluding three  separate wards); 
twenty-one  bush dispensaries; 
a  school  for  nurses  and  midwives  at  Bamenda; 
a  centra! supply pharmacy at  Victoria;  and 
nineteen  dwellings  for  doctors. 
The  total cost  of  these  investments  represents  some  ~ million 
u.a.,  or  about  20  %of  the  aid granted  to  Cameroon  from  the  reaources 
of the  frist 2  Funds. 
This  effort has  allowed  the  provision of 1,150· hospital beds 
out  of  the  131200  now  existing in the  whole  of  the  Federation out-
side  the  towns  of  Yaounde  and  Douala.  Its importance is particularly 
marked  in eastern Cameroon,  where,  of  the  1,100 beda  now  existing, 
about  490  have  been installed with aid  from  the  Community. 
The  EDF-financed  bush  dispensaries represent  170  beds  - half 
the  capacity of  the  dispensaries  in the  public  sector and  a  third 
of the  country's total. 
All  these  health installations are  occupied  and  in use,  and 
they  have  obviously contributed decisively  to  improving  the health 
services qualitatively and  quantitatively,  particularly in rural 
areas.  However,  the  infrastructures established  do  not  always  exert 
their  full  effect  because  of  the  weaknesses  of the  medical 
staffing and  the paucity of operating credits. 
Although it is hoped  that  the  existing establishments  can 
be  provided with adequate  numbers  of  doctors  in the  next  few  years, 
the  same  does  not  apply  to nursing staff.  In  fact  the  nursing 
colleges  in the  country  have  a  very small  capacity in relation to 
the  needs  to  be  met.  Indeed,  their capacities should  be  more  than 
doubled if the  present  gap is to  be  closed  without  too  much  delay. 75  VIII/419(72)1 - lED/C-3 
The  inadequacy of  the  budget allocations is the  aecond  obatacle to 
a  tully eatiatactory use  of  these health installation•;  the increaaed 
credita included in the Govern•ent'e  budget eetiaatee will without  doubt 
be  enough  only to •eet the extra coats which will arise out of the 
necea ..  ry increases in ataffing. 
Although  these  obaervatione  clearly show  that the  condition• in which 
these EDF-financed installations are used  could still be  i•proved,  they do 
not in the least detract fro• the  entirely favourable  juds-ent that can be 
aade  of  the quality and ueefullneee of  the  co ..  unity'e aid to C.•eroon 
in health ..  ttere. 
In Madasaacar  the  EDF  has  financed  the building of a  hospital with 
96  beds at Fort-Dauphin,  as well as its equip•ent,  including notably a  aur-
gical block. 
Becauae  part of  the  old hospital pre•ieee have  to  be  put  to  other 
usee,  the  theoretical hospital capacity at Fort-Dauphin has  now  been  brought 
to  the figure  of 130 beds,  for a  town  population of 13,300 and a  prefecture 
total near  470,000. 
The  present conditione in which  this hospital is used unfortunately 
show  the  consequence  which  •ay arise for  the  yield of  an  inveet•ent of thia 
type  through insufficient credits and a  •ode  of introduction that ie leea 
than rational.  In fact at present  the hospital'• functioning is handicapped 
by  insufficient funds  and  the resulting i•poeeibility of  correct  a~inietr­
ation, as well as by  competition  from  a  nearby private hospital.  The  result 
is that patients who  pay,  who  could  improve  the  situation of  the eetablieh-
ment  built with  EDF  funds,  avoid it to  the advantage  of  the  co•peting 
hoepital,  eo  that in the  end  only the  indigent  come  to  Fort-Dauphin for 
treat•ent,  in conditions  that leave •uch  to  be  desired. 
The  activity of  the hospital reflect this state of affaire:  the nu.ber 
of  daye  of hospital treat•ent,  which  was  24,000 in 1969,  fell  to  12,000 
in 1970,  correeponding to  a  rate of use  of  25  ~. 
It ia to  be  feared  that the standard of utilization of  thie hospital 
unit will deteriorate still further,  and  that  the  cost of bringing it up  to 
standard will increase  every year,  unless normal  operating credits can  be 
granted to it; and yet it is,  fro•  the  technical point of view a  genuine 
eucceae. 76  VIII/419(?2)E - liD/0-3 
In Burundi a  study wae ..  de  of  the utilisation of  four  public health 
installations financed  by  the  EDF.  From  this study it ia clear that the hoa-
pitala at Cibitoke and  Rutuna  give  eYery  satisfaction both in their functionins 
and in the upkeep of the buildins• and  equipment. 
But at Kayansa  and  Nsozi  certain difficulties are pointed out.  At  I&Jansa, 
the lack of a  water-supply is a  aajor handicap  for  good  functioninl in the hoa-
pital,  and  the  co ..  isaion is applyins itaelf to reaedyins thia lack.  At  Ksosi, 
the ..  ternity aervice  baa  been held  up  by  defects in the ayateaa aupplyins 
water and electricity. Supplementary work  bas  been  undertaken  to put  theae 
thins• risht. 
In Dahoaez  the  three  public health installations financed  by  the  EDF  are 
used in conditions which appear  on  the  whole  satisfactory.  The  secondary hos-
pital at Parakou has  been  the  mainstay of  the  health activities which  haTe 
developed in the north  of  the country,  where  the population is now  reckoned at 
over  500,000.  It has  become  now  the hospital for  the  department  of Bersou,  and 
also serves the  departments  of  Atakora,  which  enables  the  transfer of  the  sick 
'  Cotonou  to  be avoided.  The  capacity of  this hospital,  naaely  222  beds,  ia 
not  much  more  than half used  (53~), which is partly explained by  the  low  rate 
of  occupation of  beds  in the  maternity wing,  where  many  confinements are not 
followed  by a  stay in hospital.  The  level of activity of the  hospital should 
in the  normal  way  increase,  and its upkeep,  very inadequate  up  to now,  ahould 
be  much  iaproved as a  result  of a  convention  signed at the  end  of 1971  between 
France and  Dahomey,  which  provides  for  the  development and restoration of  the 
buildings and installations,  and  for  the hospital  to  be  taken  oYer  by  lrench 
technical aaeietance. 
The  hospital sroup at Savalou,  built with  joint finance  froa  the  EDF  and 
bilateral Geraan aid,  appears  to  be  well administered and  to function Tery satis-
factorily.  The  aaternity section created by  the  EDF  is workins to full capacity. 
Maintenance is assured by  German  aid. 
At  Lokossa,  the maternity hospital built  from  EDF  resources is alao  well 
maintained.  Its functioning would  be  perfect  were it not for  the fact  that for 
lack of a  resident doctor at Lokossa,  the  operations theatre has so far been 
unused.  This situation should  soon  be  altered if, as is intended by  the  pre-
fecture administration,  a  doctor'a residence is quickly built there. 77  VIII/419(72)E - FEDVC-3 
It •hould be  pointed out  that  the  effectivene•• of  theee  three  pro~ 
jecte in the  public health infrastructure carried out in Dahoaey  baa  been 
considerably strengthened by  the existence  of  the  Cotonou  college for nuraea, 
also  financed  fro• firat  EDF  resources. 
Finally,  in Togo,  the  three  public health installations carried out 
with financing fro•  Comaunity aid were  investigated in 1971. 
The  two  maternity hospitals established at Anecho  and  Paliae  (where  a 
hospital ward  has also been built) are  used satisfactorily,  thanks in par-
ticular to  good adainietratjon.  The  buildings,  which  see~ designed perfectly 
for  their purpose,  are kept  spotlessly clean and  well-maintained  thanks  to 
a  wise  use  of  the  credits available. 
At  ~.  the  EDF  bas  financed  the  construction,  within  the  boundaries 
of  the BSpital National  de  Tokoin,  of a  detached building for  the maternity 
hospital  (which will  thereby  grow  from  60  to  148  beds),  a  surgical wing,  and 
a  school for nurses,  which has  become,  since early 1972,  the  Ecole  Nationale 
des  Sciences  Paramedicales.  The  manner  of  using  the maternity hospital and 
the  surgical wing is satisfactory on  the  whole,  but it should  be  pointed out 
that the latter's functions are fitted into  a  hospital  group  with a  capacity 
which is insufficient  today:  the  hospital was  designed  for  500  beds,  but  754 
beds are installed there,  and  there are  over 1,000 patients in  the  hospital. 
The  Ecole  Nationale  des  Sciences  Paramedicales,  which  has  139  students, 
also  has inadequate  premises. 
The  design,  the buildings  financed  by  t~e EDF  at  Lome  can  be  con-
sidered successes,  especially  those  of  the  Ecole National•  des  Sciences 
Paramedicalea.  Their  maintenance is carried out  on  a  very  good  footing. 
In general,  the  EDF  investments in the  public  health sector seem  amply 
justified on  the  medical and  social planes,  except  for  the  Fort-Dauphin 
hospital,  which is a  badly installed case.  The  design and  execution of  the 
buildings and  the  choice  of  equipment also meet  requirements  perfectly.  The 
use made  of  the public health installations obviously  depend  partly on  the 
operating credits,  in which  inadequacy  has  sometimes alarming effects,  par-
ticularly on  maintenance;  and  partly on  problema  of  staffing,  both  of 
doctors and nurses. 78  VIII/419(72)E - FED/C-3 
Although in many  cases a  financial effort by  the Associated 
States appears  deairable  to  ensure  the  preservation and  functioning 
of the investments,  training activities also  seem  necessary,  and  the 
Commiesion  is endeavouring  to  make  provision for  them  in order  to 
increase  the effectiveness of  the achievements  financed in this field. - 79-
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Table  4 - B'et ...  um  •t o.-1  t•ttt. &M .,.. -.u anilable in 1 f71 , 
unier the tint YaeUDile  oenftnUen &M  eaaul.aUn tifV!• 
trea  june 1 964 
AASI  + OVERALL  OPERATIOBS 
1000 u.o. 
Source  Type  of aid  1  jan.  1.6.1964-
- 31.12.1971(1)  31.12.1971 
2nd  EDF  Investments  - 1,470  320,713 
Grants  •  technical  ueietance  26  42,457 
•  Aida  to  production  820  86,306 
•  Aide  to diversification  409  112,130 
•  Oeneral  technical  cooperation  - 185  39,771 
•  Emergency  aid  - - 28  2,551  .  210  2,001 
Total  grants  - 218  {05,929 
2nd  EDF  •  Investments  - 20,099 
Special  loans  •  Aide  to diversification  - 227  24,163 
Total  special  loans  - 227  44,262 
2nd  EDF  •  Advances  to at  abil iz  at  ion 
Advances  f'und.a  (x)(-6,785)  (3,391) 
2nd  EDF  Grand  total  (2)  - 445  650,191 
EIB  •  Participation in the fi-
nancing of investments  - 49,081 
GRAND  TOTAL  - 445  699,272 
Repa.yment  by Senel;&l,  July 1971 
The  neptive  fi~ree result from  unused  aaountl!l  rell&iniD«  frea ooapletet projects 
Advances  to stabilization funds  not  included 'l'OU: 5 
•et o-'"•m• \lDUr the tint Y&eaDU  CGilftmien, 
b;r  oeazrt rie• 
Recapitulation 1 June  1964  - 31  december  1971 
AM!  2nd  B:DF  m 
Grant•  Special loan•  Ordinary loana 
Blmmdi  19,049  - -
c  ...  roon  36,961  14~23  11,318 
Central  Urioan Rep.·  25,182  - - .. 
Congo  19,348  - 9,000 
Ivory Coat  44,318  12,408  11,642 
Dahomey  22,106  - -
Gabon  17,730  2,500  3,241 
Upper  Volta  29,261  - . .:450 
Kadagucar  67,797  1,862  -
Mali  32,780  - -
llauritania  15,309  2,754  11,000 
Nipr  27,884  - -
Rwnda  11,993  - -
Senegal  57,478  - 2,430 
Somalia  25,329  - -
Chad  31,591  1,215  -
Togo  18,516  -
.. 
-
Zaire  62,474  9,000  -
•  SWD8  not  broken  l4,82l  - -
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At  1 Dece•ber 19' 0  At  1 lleoe•ber 1  c  171 
Co-itMnh  Contract  a  P..,.anh  CoMitMnta  Contract  a  P~~,JMnb 
(nat)  placed  placed 
OJlAI'l'S  Pal  : 
ImreatMnta  322,183  265,672  158,233  320,713  267,918  222,011 
TWchnical ..  aiatance related 
to inveat•n·h and 111pervilion  42,431  37,320  32,367  42,457  41,509  38,229 
lids to J!!:Oduction  :  85,486  74,269  62,271  86,306  78,o83  74,0o8 
Price  IN.pport  27,302  26,761  25,492  25,143  24,648  24-,022(2) 
Structural  i~rove•ent and 
Technical 11lperviaion  58,184  47 ,5o8  43,779  61,163  53.435  49,986 
Aide  to divereitication  111,721  70,528  57,175  112,130  86,290  72,743 
General  technical  COOJ!!ration  : 
Ezperte,  pnaral IIU"ftp aZJd 
trade pro.otion,  general in- 12,095  10,272  7,939  11,945  10,572  9,572 
fo~tion 
Scholarehipe,a;r.poeia and  In-
aervice training  27,861  27,032  24,350  27,826  27,535  26,945 
Z.rgency aid  2,579  2,530  2,277  2,551  2,551  2,466 
idvancea to stabilisation tunda  (10,176)  (7,234)(1)  (10,176)  (3,391){1) 
Financial  and  ~iniatrative costs  1, 791  1,791  1,763  2,001  1,991  1,991 
'ro'UL G1WI'l'S  606,147  459,414  325,375  605.929  516,449  447,965 
ID.lJIS  OR  SPIICUL BillS l'Cil  : 
Imre•t•nt•  20,099  20,099  6,384  20,099  20,099  15,437 
lids to divereification  24,390  24,162  5.583  24,163  24,163  9,693 
'!'O'UL  ID.&.E  o• SPBCUL 'mRIIS  44,489  44,261  11,967  44,262  44,262  25,130 
'l'OT  AL  f'ro• 2nd Jmll'  650,636  503,675  365,342  650,191  560,711  473,095 
EIB  IDAE  49,o81  34,524  49,o81  39,893 
------------- --- - --- -- --- -----
( 1 )  Balance out;ataDd.ing 
(2)  Lower &ll01Uit .. co~rea to 1970  due to a  re~nt  b,r Viger YIII/419(72)B - PED/C-3 
'!'allle 1  1  S.Ularahi! helur. :tre. 't!w llSil 1 'fl0/11  1p' h- ...U17 &Di on:ah:r o:t !!1!9 
-
Ce'IIIR:r:r  e:t  otliiiQ' 
i 
t> 
I  1  l!  .. 
I  ~ 1 
~  ...  ~ 
~  I 
;!:  ,. 
i 
-<  lEI  s  I 
I 
s::  ....  ~  : 
' 
ct  'i!  ""  •  I  0  i  J 




I  •  1 
~  ~~ i 
t  t>  s::  "'  ~  ,.  j  ' 
orf  ....  ~ .a 
! 
.... 
a- ....  J 
,Q  i  !l 
0 
~  ""  c,  ! 
••  J 
c,  I  1:  )'  ...  i  !  ~  ;i  ....  j  onm:r:r  ,a  &  ~  ,:  lEI  0  0  :1  .:  •  •  •  .,..  ........ 
ID  ID  .,..  1-4 
Bunmii  54  53  - 17  - - 47  4  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 175 
Cueroen  3  14  47  4  - - - 101  - - - 1  - - - - - - - - 2  - - - - 172 
Ceml'ILl  Afrioan Rep.  3  2  2  - - - - 3  41  - - 3  - - - - 2  - - - - - - - 1  57 
Con«e  (Bl'ILzz&ville)  6  4  6  2  - - - 2  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5  25 
Zaire  84  36  1  33  1  1  - 2  - - 161  2  - - - - - - - - 1  - - - 3  331 
!Torr Ceaet  8  3  ~  6  - - - 5  - - - 115  - - - - - - - - - - - - 2  166 
Dah ...  ;r  9  3  51  6  - - - 13  - - - 12  29  - - - - - - - 5  - - - 2  130 
()&bon  8  - 2  1  - - - 12  - - - - - 17  - - - - - - - - - - - 40 
Upper Volt&  4  7  15  4  - - - 4  - - - 16  - - 6o  - 9  - - - 1  - - - 3  123 
Jlaia&aaoar  5  19  33  8  - - - - - - - 1  - - - 9  - - - - - - - - - 81 
lali  6  12  17  4  - - - - - - - 23  - - - - 6  - - - - - - - 6  74 
Ia  uri  t&ni&  - - 2.- 2  - - - - - - - - - - - - ·2  - - - - - - - - 6 
lia-r  2  9  4  - - - - 1  - - - 20  1  - 1  - 45  - 5  - 4  - 2  2  - 102 
llwaiiAa  28  49  - 30  - - - 2  - - - 2  - - - - - - - 59  - - - - 4  114 
SeMpl  9  1  15  2  - - - - - - - 9  - - - - - - - - 81  - - - - 117 
s-ua  - 22  - 170  - 1  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 193 
ChU  4  6  - 3  - - - 3  - - - 2  - - - ...  - - - - 3  - 24  - 2  47 
'lop  9  7  21  8  - - - 15  - - - 17  - - - - 2  - - - 14  - - 60  6  159 
-
. 
To"t&l  242  247  249  300  1  2  47  113  41  161  229  30  17  61  9  66  59  26  62  - - 5  111  - l4  2 172 
( b,r  cnll't  :r:r  of  1  041  1  097 
etuq) 
or 47,9 ~  or 50,5 ~ 
34  2  172 
-Table  8 





Congo  (Brazzav.) 
Za!re 
Ivory  Coast 
Dahomey 
Gabon 













SCHOLARSHIP  HOLDERS  FROM  THE  AASM  - 1970/1971 
BY  HOME  COUNTRY  AND  TYPE  OF  TRAINING 
Economics  Agriculture  Technical  Occupations 
for  women 
63  17  91  4 
75  29  47  21 
8  47  - 2 
9  10  6  -
67  77  182  5 
30  48  46  42 
30  49  40  11 
12  16  11  1 
17  10  27  69 
30  16  31  4 
25  40  9  -
2  2  2  -
16  36  44  6 
14  104  55  1 
36  14  46  21 
48  29  116  -
8  6  32  1 
21  78  44  16 
511  628  829  203 





















100,0 Table  9  SCHOLARSHIPS  HELD  FOR  T~AINING BY 
CORRESPONDENCE  COURSES  (1970/1971) 
A.it..S.H.  Economics  Agriculture  Technical 
Burundi  19  4  20 
Cameroon  127  81  92 
Centr.'ll  African  ~epublic  1  24  -
Congo-Brazzaville  30  - 30 
Zaire  69  3  99 
Ivory  Coast  32  9  104 
Dahomey  10  27  7 
Gabon  6  55  5 
Upper  Volta  73  7  54 
Hadagascar  170  1  18 
Mali  5  38  3 
~Ia uri  tania  2  1  -
Niger  233  68  3 
Rwanda  32  - 14 
Senegal  37  38  34 
Somalia  - - -
Chad  9  40  2 
Togo  47  15  13 
Total  902  411  498 
Percentage  49.8  o'  ,o  22.7 
cl 
/0  27,5 % 
B!l.EAKDOWN  BY  LEVEL 
Vocational  Intermediate  Higher 
502  ,,099  210 
---------------- --------------- ~--------------
Percentage  27.7 %  60.7 %  11.6 























1  ,811 
---------------
100.0 % VIII/419(72)E - c-3 
'lable 10 - St!!\y ud t:rainiDc schelarahill!! (!!l!tecl tor 1he  aoadeaic nar 1971 /1972 b,r  ha.e co1mh:r &lid  comrh:r ot st!d,y 
.. 
:i  ....  • 
~  ~  i  ~  8  • 
•  ~  !  ~~  lj~  0  1>.  :  ~  1  ri  0  ~ 
H.e  p  !  3  ~  2  r;"'  r:  I  i  F<  .p  ~  '  g  M  E< 
_.rr  ~  &  ~  ~ i  ~  J  ~ f  ~  !  §  ~  !  i l : I  j  J f  8  ·~  !  ~ 
Bunmdi  44  45  - 15  - 80  4  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 188 
Ceaeroon  2  13  31  3  - - 144  - - 1  - - - - - - - - 2  - - - - - 196 
Central Atrioa.n Rep.  8  2  2  - - - 12  51  - 3  - 1  - - 2  - - - - - - - - 1  82 
I 
CO!J«<  B:re.zzaTille  5  1  5  - - - 6  - - 4  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 21 
Zaire  56  23  4  23  - - 1  - 21  1  - - - - - - - - 1  - - - - - 1 30  I 
!TOr,r Coast  6  1  25  2  - - 6  - - 1 08  - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4  152 
Da.hc.ey  6  4  53  5  - - 5  - - 4  90  - - - - - - - 3  - - - - 4  174 
CJabon  1 0  - - - - - 6  - - - - 1 5  - - - - - - - - - - - 1  32 
Upper Volta  6  7  23  1  - - - - - 22  - - 64  - 1  - - - 6  - 8  - - 6  144 
Mad&pscar  7  1  35  1  0  - - - - - 7  - - - 1 2  - - - - - - - - - 3  75 
Jlali  8  1 3  31  3  - - 2  - - - - - - - 67  - - - - - - - 7  - 1  31 
Mauritania  - - 1  2  - - - - - - - - - - - 33  - - - - - - - - 36 
Iipr  1  1  9  - - - 12  - - ·  15  - - 3  - 61  - 7  - 7  5  6  - - 4  131 
Rwanda  23  51  - 40  - - 10  - - 2  - - - - - - - 15  - - - - - 3  144 
Senepl  1  0  11  24  1 6  - - - - - 1 2  - - - - - - - - 60  - - - - - 1 33 
Saalia  - 22  2  179  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 203 
ChAd  5  3  - 3  - - 4  - - 2  - - - - - - - - 2  51  - - - 1  71 
'l'o&e  6  7  13  5  - - 20  - - 10  - - - - 1  - - - 16  - 101  - - 4  183 
Wetherla.nds Antilles  - - - - 42  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 42 
SlU'inaa  - - - - 44  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 44 
00'1'  -- 3---------------- --1-- 4 
Total  203  205  261  3(11  86  80  232  51  21  191  90  16  67  12  132  33  7  15  97  56  115  1  7  "31  2  316  -·  - - ' 
I  -------1,062~  1,223  --------- ::t  31  2,316 Table  11 
RESIDENT  DEPUTY  SUPERVISORS  AND  TECHNICAL  SUPERVISORS 
FOR  THE  EXECUTION  OF  EDF  - FINANCED  PROJECTS  IN  THE  AASH 
(situation at 31  Deceaber  1971) 
~W>t'7  ot  LUUH- NE'RER- Dut  orisin  GERMANY  BELGIUM  JRANCE  ITALY 
at  a  BOURG  LANDS 
BUllUNDI  2  1  1 
CAMJ:ROOH  2  ,  4 
CENTRAL  AFRICAN 
REPUBLIC  2  ' 
, 
CONGO  ,  4 
IVORY  COAST  3  ,  2 
DAHOMEY  2  1  1 
GABON  2  1  , 
UPPER  VOLTA  1  1  5  1 
MADAGASCAR  (1)  6  5 
MALI  3  1  2  1 
· MAURITANIA  1  2  2. 
NIGER  6  , 
RwANDA  ,  1  , 
SENEGAL  1  2  2  ,  1 
SOMALIA  1  3 
C~D  3  2 
TOGO  1  2 
ZAIRE  1  3  2  3 
2.5  19  32  18  7  6 
(1)  The  mission of inspection extends  from  the  Comoro  Archipelago  and  to the 



















The  table does  not include the individual experts or reaearoh departments 
called upon  for  abort aiaaiona either in Europe  for  oheokinl aupp11ea  or 
in the Aaaociated States tor inspecting particular completed  works. 